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Samenvatting

In 1985 is de vakgroep Medische Elektrotechniek begonnen met de ontwikkeling
van een klinisch database systeem genaamd EMDABS (Electrophysiologic
Monitoring DAtabase System) voor de opslag van grote hoeveelheden data
welke tijdens neuro- elektrofysiologische monitoring sessies worden vergaard.
Het systeem moet onderzoek op deze informatie vereenvoudigen en
verschillende soorten monitoren en computer hardware ondersteunen.
In dit verslag worden verschillende soorten Database Management Systemen
besproken en relationele en object-georiënteerde database systemen worden
vergeleken. Een wiskundige methode voor de beschrijving van data-modellen
wordt kort weergegeven. De techniek, ontwikkeld aan de Technische
Universiteit Eindhoven, voorziet in de mogelijkheid om de semantiek van de
data in het model van een systeem op te nemen.
Het data model voor tijd-gerelateerde data wordt gepresenteerd. Het tijd·data
model bestaat uit twee modules: de events module en de fysiologische
parameters module. De events module is ontworpen om alle soorten events,
welke tijdens een sessie op kunnen treden, weer te kunnen geven. De
fysiologische parameter module is ontworpen om alle informatie met betrekking
tot gemeten ruwe fysiologische en afgeleide fysiologische data weer te kunnen
geven. Beide modules zijn zeer gestructureerd ontworpen maar bezitten toch
een grote mate van flexibiliteit.
Het ontwerpen van een gebruikers interface wordt besproken en de
ontwikkeling van een 'data loader' voor events lijsten wordt beschreven. De
ontwikkeling van een 'intelligente' interface voor het opvragen van data wordt
overwogen en aanbevelingen voor de verdere ontwikkeling van het systeem
worden gepresenteerd.

Summary

In 1985 the division of Medical Electrical Engineering started with the
development of a clinical research database system called EMDABS
(Electrophysiologic Monitoring DAtabase System) that can store the large
amounts of data collected during neuro- electrophysiologic monitoring sessions.
The system should make research on this information easier and support
different clinical monitoring equipment and computer hardware.
In this report different types of Database Management Sytems are discussed
and the relational and Object-oriented database system are compared. A
mathematical method to formally specify the data model of EMDABS is
summarized. The technique developed at the Eindhoven University of
Technology provides the means to incorporate data semantics into the data
model of a database system.
The data model used 10 describe time-dependent data is presented. The timedata model consists of two modules: the events module and the physiologie
parameters module. The events module is designed to represent all types of
events that ean occur during monitoring sessions and the physiologic
parameters module is designed to represent all information concerning
measured raw physiologic and derived physiologic data. Both modules are higly
structurized but still contain a great degree of flexibility.
The design of user-interfaces is discussed and the development of a data loader
for event lists is described. The development of an 'intelligent' interface for data
retrieval is considered and recommendations for future development are
presented.
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1. Introduction

Since the first experiments with nitrous oxide, ether and chloroform, many
things have changed in anesthesiology. In the early days only mono-anesthesia
was used, i.e. one anesthetic causes the desired effect. Presently balanced
anesthesia techniques are used in which different functions of the central
nervous system are manipulated. Anesthesiology basieally eonsists of four
components: depression of motoric functions, depression of sensory input
processing, depression of autonomie reflexes and unconsciousness
[Woodbridge] .

1.1 Depth of anesthesia
The use of different anesthetics, each with different effects and side- effects,
makes it difficult to determine the depth of anesthesia. Because musc1e
relaxants and specific intravenous drugs with little side effects are used it is
not enough to monitor the usual set of vital signs of apatient. Another
parameter or parameters need to be found for objective and reliable
determination of anesthetic depth.
Such a method of measuring the depth of anesthesia has important advantages
[Cluitmans 1990]. The quality of patient management increases because a
desired depth of anesthesia ean be monitored better. Accurate measurement
and control of anesthetic depth also implies that the optimum doses of
medication can be used, thus reducing the cost of drugs. In addition reliable
monitoring of anesthetic depth also contributes 10 a better understanding of
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processes that pla,y a role in ap.esthesia. Finally areliabie and generally
accepted monitoring technique also may enable automatic control of the level of
anesthesia.
A possible new technique for the determination of anesthetic depth that can he
used with balanced anesthesia techniques is 10 measure the respons(es) of the
nervous system to (sensory) stimuli (Cluitmans 1990]. Therefore scientists are
looking for neuro-electrophysiologic parameters that correlate with anesthetic
depth. In searching for these parameters we have to keep in perspective that
neuro-electrophysiologic measurements are very sensitive to noise and artefacts
from external sources.

1.2 Database systems in neuro-electrophysiologic research
The amount of information needed in neuro-electrophysiologic research is
enormous. Only the registration of the EEG signal already produces a large
amount of data. Ir we add the registration of other vital signs, information
regarding the kind of research, the research sessions and the suhjects involved
in the research, we end up with a collection of data that soon will become
incomprehensible if we don't take appropriate precautions. To guarantee the
accessahility and retrievability of the data a database system is being
developed. This system, EMDABS (Electrophysiologic Monitoring DAtabase
System), must he able to store all the information regarding different studies in
an orderly manner.
The development of EMDABS started in 1985 at the division of Medical
Electrical Engineering of the Eindhoven University of Technology. The system
is developed in the first place to he used in the 'anesthetic-depth' project but
should also he useful in other neuro-electrophysiologic research.
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The information that can be stored and relationships between different groups
of information are formally specified in a data model [Pfaffenhöfer 1991]. Before
implementing the system specified by the model the model needs to be
evaluated. Furthermore to be able to work with the system a number of userinterfaces need to be developed. We distinguish three different types of userinterfaces: data-maintenance interfaces, data-input interfaces and data-retrieval
interfaces. The attention in this report will he focussed on the development of a
data-input interface for time-related data categorized in events. Finally an
attempt will be made to specify concepts or methodologies to develop a dataretrieval interface.
First, chapter two of this report provides an introduction to database systems.
The basic terminology and concepts are explained. Different types of database
systems are presented and relational and Object-oriented database systems are
compared. The chapter concludes with the historie overview and system
requirements of EMDABS.
The next chapter, chapter three, will explain the concepts used to formally
specify the data model of EMDABS. These concepts were developed at the
division of Mathematics and Informaties of the Eindhoven University of
Technology and can he used to formally specify semantic databases.
Chapter four provides the formal specification of the time-data model. This part
of the data model is developed to represent time-related data and consists of
two modules: the events module and the physiologic parameters module. The
events module is developed to provide the means to record all possihle events
that can oecur during monitoring sessions. The physiologic parameters module
is developed to be able to record all data sets that are recorded during those

sessions. The time-data model is the foundation for the data-input interface
that needs to be developed.
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_The development of the data-input interface is described in chapter five. This
interface provides the means to automatical1y insert data, collected during
monitoring sessions, into the database. This data is categorized in events and
represents information that can he important in the evaluation of signals
measured during monitoring sessions.
Chapter six specifies the requirements of an 'intelligent' user-interface for
information retrieval. Different types of user-interfaces are discussed and
guidelines for the development of an 'intelligent' interface are presented.
Finally chapter seven presents conclusions and recommendations for further
development of the system.
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2. Database systems

2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 What is a database system?
Database systems exist for quite a while now, but it still is impossible to give a
widely accepted general definition. Every authority on database systems seems

to have his own definition, sometimes distinguishing between the OOrms 'data'
and 'information', sometimes treating them as synonyms. This can easily lead to
confusion and misunderstanding.
We refer to a database system as a computerized recordkeeping system: a
system whose overall pupose it is to maintain information and to make this
information available on demand [Date 1986]. Figure 2.1 shows a greatly
simplified view of a database system and shows the four major components of a
database environment: data, hardware, software and users.
Database Management System

,a.ppUeatfon Progams

Figure 2.1: Simplified view of a database environment.
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The central part of the system is the database, a collection of stored operational
data. We use the term 'operational data' to distinguish it from input data,
output data, work queues, temporary results or any purely transient
information (information that lasts for a short time only). Input data may
become part of the operational data, but is not initially a part of the database
itself. Output data is data that may be derived from the operational data and
this is also not a part of the database itself.
Between the physical database itself and the users of the system is a layer of
software, the DataBase Management System (DBMS). A general purpose DBMS
can be viewed as a generalized collection of integrated mechanisms and tools to
support the definition, manipulation and contr01 of databases for a variety of
application environments [McLeod 1990]. The DBMS shields the database users
from hardware-level details and provides the users with a view of the database
that is elevated somewhat above the hardware level. It supports user
operations (creating files, updating data, inserting and retrieving data, etc.)
that are expressed in terms of that higher-level view.
The hardware consists of the secondary storage volumes on which the database
physically resides, together with the associated IlO devices, device controllers,
IlO channels, and so forth. There is no need 10 go in10 detail about hardware
because the DBMS takes care for support of various hardware platforms.
The end-user can access the data via a user-interface provided by the system or
a special application programm written by an application programmer. An
application program can make (basic) data manipulations much easier and can
usually also be used by people without a formal training in data processing.
The data s10red in the database can be regarded as information 10 a user if it is
placed in a proper context. The database in this case forms the central core of
an information system. We refer to an information system as a set of methods,
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facilities and activities that can satisfy the need for information of an
organisation or group of users [Remmen 1986].

2.1.2 Why use a database system ?
The system we want to develop will eventually be used for different studies,
subjects and sessions. The amount of information will be enormous and
different users should be able to work with the system, sometimes
simultaneously. The advantages of a database system are as follows:

- Compactness:

No need for possibly voluminous paper files.

- Speed:

Machines manipulate data faster than a human can.

- Less drudgery:

Mechanical tasks can be done automaticaIly.

- Currency:

Accurate, up-to-date information is available on demand.

These benefits apply with even more force in a multi-user environment where
the database is likely to be much larger and much more complex. In this case
there is an additional advantage because the database system provides in
centralized control of the operational data. The concept of centralized control
implies that there will be some identifiabIe person who has this central
responsibility for the operational data, the DBA, the DataBase Administrator.
As the primary 'manager' of a database system, the DBA is responsible for

seeing that the software and hardware forming the database system meet the
needs of the users of the database. The primary responsibilities of the DBA
therefore consist of [üRACLE 1991]:
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- Guaranteeing data integrity and consistency.
- Monitoring and tuning performance.
- Reducing unnecessary or redundant storage.
- Facilitating sharing of data among users.
- Guaranteeing database security.
- Performing regular backups and recovery when necessary.

2.2 Relational database systems
2.2.1 What is a relational database system?
We can categorize database systems according to the data structures and
operators they present to the user. The four major categories are: relational,

inverted list, hierarchic and network systems. Most systems in use these days
are relational systems and a lot of database research is based on the relational
concept. Briefly a relational system is a system in which [DATE 1986]:

- The data is perceived by the user as tables (and nothing else but tables); and
- The operators at the users disposal are operators that generate new tables
{rom old. For example there will be one operator to extract a column of a
given table. This can be regarded as a table itself
The principles of the 'relational model' were originally laid down by Dr. E.F.
Codd. He introduced certain terms that were not familiar in data processing at
that time, which we wiU explain briefly. The tables represent information that
have a certain relation to each other, hence the term 'relational model'. Ir it is
possible to guard the various relations at database level we speak of a relational
database. Ir we need application software to guard the relations we speak of a
relational database system. A tuple corresponds to a row of a table and an
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attribute corresponds to a column. Aprimary key for a table is a column (or a
combination of columns) with the property that, at any given time, no two rows
of the table contain the same value in that column (or columns). A primary key
therefore is a unique identifier for rows in the tabIe. Finally, a domain is a pool
of values, from which one or more attributes (columns) draw their actual values.
A more formal definition of these terms will be given in chapter three.

2.2.2 Semantic relational database systems
A major problem with relational databases, and database systems in general, is
that these systems have only a very limited understanding of what the data in
the system means [DATE 1986]. It would be nice if systems could understand a
little more, so that they could respond a little more intelligently to user
interactions.
The problem of semantic modelling, i.e. incorporating more meaning into the
system, lead to new approaches for the construction of data modeIs. One
approach is briefly summarized in [DATE 1986]. First we try to identify a set of
semantic concepts that appear to be useful in talking informally about the real
world. Next, we design a set of corresponding symbolic (forma!) objects to
represent those semantic concepts. We also devise a set of integrity rules to go
along with those symbolic objects. Finally, we also develop a set of operators for
manipulating the symbolic objects. The objects, rules and operators mentioned
above together constitute an 'extended' data model.

It is very difficult (if not impossible) to precisely characterize and compare the
unique features of the large number of semantic database models that have
been defined. Arsarmanesh and McLeod [Msarmanesh 1986] however identify
three fundamental trends in the evaluation of semantic database modelling:
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- From a record orientation to an object orientation.
- From a strictly statie view of a database to also accomodating dynamics.
- From separate mechanisms for handling data and meta-data1 to a uniform
treatment of all information.

2.3 Object-Oriented database systems
2.3.1 Object-oriented paradigm
One trend identified by Msarmanesh and McLeod is the shift from a record
orientation to an Object-orientation. The Object-oriented paradigm for program
construction builds on the premise that software organised along modular, selfcontained 'objects' is more maintainable, extensible and reusable than the
conventional 'action-oriented' approach where software is divided around
procedurallines [Gupta 1990]. Instead of concentrating on what functions need

to be performed, the focus is shifted to the entities on which functions have to
he performed.
There are several key advantages of shifting the emphasis from actions to
objects. First, the basic objects in any application, in general, change much less
frequently than the functions the application is required to perform. This is
essentially true of database programs. Ease of software integration is another
argument in favor of the Object-oriented appraoch. It is difficult to combine
actions if the data structures used by them are incompatible. In this respect
pre-agreed object modules hold a distinct advantage over pre-agreed function
modules. The same argument holds for reusability of software.

ldata classifications and kinds of interrelationships.
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2.3.2 Object-oriented semantic databases
The Object-oriented paradigm has been used successfully with applications
ranging from artificial intelligence to office information systems. However, there
is a diversity of opinion about what is meant by an 'object' and the degree to

which an approach is 'Object-orîented'. Typically the following OOrros have been
used to capture various aspects of 'Object-orienOOd' approaches [N ahouraii
1991]:

- Encapsulation

: another term for information hiding.

- Classes

: grouping of similar objects.

- Inheritance

: sharing of properties that characOOrize a c1ass by all of its
subc1asses.

- Messages

: the basic mechanism of computation is by means of
messages passed between objects that invoke the object's
procedures.

- Persistenee

: refers to the idea of a long-lived or persistent entity, i.e. the
object continues to exist after the application that created
it completes.

The fundamental components in an Object-orienOOd semantic database finally
can be generalized as follows [McLeod 1990][Msarmanesh 1986]:
- Objects are abstract or atomic entities.
- Inter-object relationships describe associations between objects.
- Object c1assifications group together objects which have some commonalities.
The objects correspond to things in the application evironment being
represenOOd in the database, and may be at various levels of abstraction and of
various modalities (media). With the terminology described above an object can
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.be

describ~d as

an encapsulation of data and the procedures which manipulate

the data in the object (figure 2.2).

Object A

OQJectB

encapsulatlon

Figure 2.2: Encapsulation.

Inter-object relationships are modeled as attributes of objects (logical mappings
from one object to another) and their inverses, as weIl as by association objects
(objects that view relationships as entities in their own rigth). TypicaIly
computation procedes by message passing between objects as illustrated in
figure 2.2.
The term object type is often used to refer to an object c1assification and the
term c1ass to the set of objects classified according to the type. All objects or
instances in a c1ass use the same procedures and therefore respond to the same
messages. Classes may he organized in hierarchies in which the procedures and
attributes for a class are inherited by all of its subc1asses. These hierarchies are
usually organized using trees or directed acyclic graphs.
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Certain abstraction primitives can be used to organize and interrelate the types
and classes. The principal abstractions are: generalization, specialization,

aggregation, and classification. Generalisation abstractions relate a type to a
more general one; for example, PERSON is a generalisation of PATIENT.
Specialisation abstractions are used to define a specific type given a more
general one. Aggregation abstractions relate objects to their components; for
example, John is characterized by its name, address and spouse. Classification
abstractions relate objects to their generic types, i.e. John is a member of
PATIENT.

2.3.3 Transition to Object-oriented development
To build a large scientific, engineering, or commercial application, it is feasohle
and highly beneficial to adopt an Object-oriented methodology for system design
and construction [Konstantinow 1991]. An Object-oriented programming
language is required for programming such applications, since its constructs
reflect that methodology. An Object-oriented database management system
which is part of the system architecture and is accessible by the language
through a programming interface is essential for supporting the ereation and
management of system objects.
A useful model for Object-oriented design was ofTered by Ledgard and made
popular by Booch [Ledgard 1981][Booch 1986] (figure 2.2). Users and developers
interact by discussing a problem to be solved. This discussion involves objects
and actions in a 'real-world' problem space: users describe data they deal with
and procedures which access or transform the data. Developers then represent
the problem in a computer-based solution space: they specify structures and
operations which represent the real-world objects, actions, and purpose
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algorithms in the solution space which match the transactions and
transformations in the problem space.
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Figure 2.2: Model lor Object-oriented design.

The programming language must support a methodology for identifying objects
and their interrelationships and for managing the objects in a development
environment. An Object-oriented language must at least support the definition
and use of classes, inheritance mechanisms for defining object attributes and
operations, features for type definition, and constructs for procedural
computation. Perhaps even more important in Object-oriented system
development is the installation of an Object-oriented DBMS, or Object
management system (OMS). An OMa serves a dual purpose in development,
first for managing the objects within the application and second for managing
the produets of development themselves. The major benefit of using an OMa to
support development is that an OMS allows the developer to create an
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application-specific model of real-world constructs for the application, i.e. the
actions which take place among objects are represented as part of the
information model for the system. Furthermore an OMS allows the developer to
represent different data models hierarchical, network, relational) according to
the possibly different data requirements of the application.
Summarizing table 2.1 provides a list of the properties of Object-oriented
databases as contrasted to conventional databases. This summary shows the
main differences between the Object-oriented models and conventional
(semantic) modeis.

OBJECT MODEL:

CONVENTIONAL MODEL:

identity

key by values of attributes

activity of objects

passivity of structures

control at object, autonomous objects

control of management

classes, specialization

rich concepts of relationships

inheritance

explicit transfer of values

objects bound to types

tuples without type

late binding of variables

strong typing of attributes

methods inside of objects

functions, procedures at structures

Table 2.1: Properties of datamodeis.
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OBJECT MODEL:

CONVENTIONAL MODEL:

many types

few types

self-defined types and operations

-

encapsulation, information hiding

structured objects

-

efficient implementation

unified concept of manipulation

data definition language &
data manipulation language

adaptive, dynamic

consistent but statie world

multimedia data, large data

basic data types

Table 2.1 (eontinued): Properties of datamodels.

2.4 EMDABS
2.4.1 A historie overview of EMDABS
The development of EMDABS (Electrophysiologic Monitoring DAtabase System)
started in 1985. The collaboration of neuro-electrophysiologic research groups
from different institutions required a database system that would enable the
exchange of high quality information [Theisen 1986]. This database system also
would make research on the large amount of data, collected during monitoring
sessions, much easier. The development of this system primarily took place at
the division of Medical Electrical Engineering of the Eindhoven University of
Technology.
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The first implementation of EMDABS was based upon DBASE 111, an existing
relational DBMS. This database management system however showed to have
some serious limitations. For example, only fifteen files could be opened
simultaneously. This clearly was not enough because the initial database
already contained twenty tables. A larger relational DBMS, üRACLE, was then
selected that could handle the large database in mind.
The new DBMS üRACLE could be used on a personal computer but also mainframe versions were available. The development of the complete database
system could now take place on a personal computer and later be transferred 10
a mainframe after the system was completed. The problems that arose in this
stage didn't concern any limitations of üRACLE, but the limitations of the
EMDABS data model itself. It became clearer what information had to be stored
in the database and what relations existed between the various kinds of
information. The existing data model was far too simple and the development of
the data model and the database system were highly underestimated. A new
data model had 10 be constructed.
At f11'st a partial data model was developed that left the time-dependent
information unspecified. This part was called the subject/session data model
[Kuipers 1990]. An additional part, the time-data model, was designed in 1990
and specified the data structure of time-related information [PfafTenhöfer 1991].
This new data model was the starting point for the implementation of the
database sysem using the DBMS üRACLE.
At this point more information about the neuro- electrophysiologic research
projects hecame available. At meetings with future users of the system it
became clear that the time-data model was incomplete and needed to he
updated. The updated time-data model will be explained in detail in chapter
four of this report. The further development of the database system is based on
this new data model.
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2.4.2 Systemrequirements of EMDABS
The system is meant to be multi-institutional, which requires a form of
standardized storage of information to facilitate sharing of data among
institutions. At this point in time the system is mainly developed to be used in
the 'anesthetic-depth' project of the division of Medical Electrical Engineering.
The information that can be collected in the database however, is more general
and the system also can he used in other neuro- electrophysiologic research
projects.
The development of easy 10 use application software will be of great importance
to the succes of the system. At first an application has to be developed 10
maintain and service the data stored in the database. Secondly an application
has to be developed to assist a user 10 enter information correctly in10 the
database. Much data concerning studies done previously is stored on different
storage media and needs to be entered into the system to make convenient data
retrieval and research possible. Finally a new event recording and data
acquisition system will be developed that will make the data entry on future
studies more convenient and less complicated.
One of the most important properties in the development of the system undoubtedly will be the control of data integrity. Because the data in the database

win

be used for research purposes we will have to put some heavy constraints on
the data in the database. The data semantics need to be incorporated in10 the
system to insure the possibility of controlling data integrity. The present
version of üRACLE (Version 6.0) only provides application software to record
and guard the constraints on the data and it is not yet possible 10 do this on
database level.
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3. Datamodelling

3.1 Introduction
The theory of the eonstruetion of data modeIs, with about twenty years of
history, is relatively young. The eonstruction of data modeIs however is a widely
aeeepted method for the development of database systems. In fact data models
are indispensible in the development process because the complexity of database
systems has inereased enormously over the years.
In practice the information in database systems can easily become diffieult to
survey [Hilderink 1990]. The flexibility and maintainability of a system become
more important with ehanging user demands and a sometimes ehanging
organisation of (mostly) administrative proeesses. Furthermore we see an
increasing need of integration of systems from different manufacturers and an
inereasing need of linking several systems. These considerations show that we
need to formally specify the data structure of the information in the database,
and preferably also the operations we will conduet on this information.
The concepts we will use were developed at the division of Mathemathics and
Informaties of the Eindhoven University of Teehnology and is described in detail
in [de Broek 1985][de Broek 1989][Korlaar 1989]. These concepts ean be used to
formally specify semantie databases. The coneepts are based on a sound
mathemathical foundation and form a powerful tooI, with a great degree of
flexibility, that has been used succesfully in praetice several times.
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The nature and
complexity
of the data to be stored using EMDABS makes the
-.

use of a data model indispensabie. Using the methodology of de Broek the
semantics of the data can be reflected in the formal data- and process-model of
an organisation. The semantics stipulate constraints the data has to satisfy.
The constraints, explained in the next sections, form a essential part of the
database universe which specifies database states that are allowed. Dynamic
constraints can be used to specify the state transitions that are allowed
(operations allowed on data). According to the theory any arbitrary 'object' can
be considered as an attribute value because no assumptions are made as to the
nature of attribute values, i.e. Object-oriented concepts can be reflected
(generalisation, specialisation, differentiation can be modelled). The concepts
introduced by de Broek can also be used to formally specify data-access
procedures, database maintenance and data-dictionairies (data about data in
the database).

3.2 Forma! specification of asemantic relational database system
3.2.1 Explanation of algebraic terms
First we will explain briefly the algebraic terms used in the formal specification.
We assume the term ordered pair to be known and we will define the term
function in a way that is very convenient to our pupose. The mathematical
notations are explained in appendix A.
Notation:
Let p be an ordered pair, p=(x;y):
We denote the first and second coordinate as kIP and
p=(x;y) => k1P=X

A ~p=y.

~p.
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Definition:
f is a function ~ f is a set of ordered pairs and 'ti p,qer=klP;o!k1q v p=q.

example: f={(nrj27),(name,'Smith')}.
Definition:
dom(O is the domain of function f
rng(O is the range of function f

~

dom(O={kIP I pet}.

~ rng(O={~p

I pet}.

Definition:
f is a function over A

~

f is a function and dom(O=A.

Definition:
Let f he a function and let X he a set, then
fr X = {pefl kipeX} is the restrietion of f.
Definition:
Let V he a set of functions and let X he a set, then
V It X = {f r X I feV} is the projection of V on X.
Definition:
Let f and g he functions and let A he a set, then
f and gagree upon A
f and g arejoinable

~

~

fr A = g t A.

f and g agree upon dom(f)ndom(g).

Definition:
Let f and g he functions, then
fo g = {(xjf(g(x))) I xedom(g)

A

g(x)Edom(f)} is the composition of f and g.

Definition:
Let V he a set of functions and let h he a function, then

Vooh = {fo hl feV} is arename function or attribute transformation.
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Definition:
F is a set function

~

F is a function and 'ti pEF:~p is a set.

F is a regular set function

~

F is a set funetion and

F~0

and 'tipEF:~pp!0.

Definition:
Let F be a set function, then
nF

= {fl f is a funetion and \J pEf:~pEF(kIP)} is the generalised product of F.

3.2.2 Entities and attributes

An entity can be described as a relevant object in a database system that can be
distinct1y identified. For example, relevant objects to the 'anesthetic-depth'
group are: equipment, monitoring session, study, institution, etc. Each
(relevant) object can be characterized by a set of relevant attributes. For
example, relevant attributes to a patient are: name, address, bloodtype, etc. The
conditions that the values of seperate attributes have to meet are called

attribute constraints.
A regular set funetion g with the set of entities (E) of a database system as its
domain and the sets of corresponding attributes (A) as second coordinates is
called a database skeleton.
notation:

With the object characterisation we can state what values the relevant
attributes may have.
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definition:
Fis an object characterisation of EEDg

F is a regular set function over g(E).

<:>

3.2.3 Tupletype and tuple constraints
The object characterisation specifies what values the various attributes may
have. To specify what combinations of attributes are possible for a certain
object, we define a tupletype:
definition:
If Fis an object characterisation of EED g , then:
E is a tupletype of F

<:>

T={tltenF

A

C(t)},

Tö'!0.

An element of a tupletype T is called a tuple. The conditions each combination
of attributes has to meet are specified by the tuple constraints C(t) (however
this may not lead to T=0).

3.2.4 Tabletype and table constraints
The data in a relational database system is stored into tables. It is widely
known what a table looks like but we still have 10 specify them formally.
definition:

Ir A is a set, then: D is a table over A

<:>

D is a set of functions over A.

We now can define the term tabletype as a set of relevant tables.
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definition:
If T is a tupletype, then:

Tr is a tabletype ofT

~ TT={DIDe~T"

CC(D)}, TöI'!0.

The table constraints, contained in CC(D), specify what conditions the
combinations of tuples within a table must satisfy. Again this may not lead to
Tr=0, but TT wiIl contain the empty set (tabie is empty). Ir there are no
constraints specified in CC(D) then all subsets of tupletype T are usefull tables.

3.2.5 Databasetype and database constraints
We now can specify the set of possible object occurences for each entity by
means of a tupletype and the set of possible tables by means of a tabletype. To
designate what combinations of tables actually can occur, we define analogously
a database characterisation and a databasetype:
definition:
DK is a database characterisation of database skeleton g

~

DK is a regular set function over Dg " VpEDK: kzp is a tabletype over g(kIP),
definition:
Ir DK is a database characterisation of g, then:

DT is a databasetype of DK

~

DT={D IDenDK " DC(D)},

A databasetype sometimes is also refered 10 as a database universe and an
element of a databasetype is called a database state. The conditions which the
combinations of tables in a database state must satisfy are specified in the

database constraints DC(D).
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3.2.6 Subset requirements
The most important c1ass of database constraints are called subset

requirements.
definition:
If Dl and D2 are tables over A and B, and A'çA and B'çB are sets, then:

Dllt A' ç D21~ B'

00

h is a subset requirement.

(srl)

where h is a bijective function from A' to B' that indicates which attribute of A'
corresponds to which attribute in B'. A stronger subset requirement arises when
the subset requirement works both ways.
definition:
If Dl and D 2 are tables over A and B, and A'çA and B'çB are sets, then:
Dl

It A'

= D21~ B'

00

h is a stronger subset requirement.

(sr2)

Another kind of subset requirement is an extension of the previous two. It
specifies by means of tuple constraints, for which part of the table the
requirement should hold. This could for example be formulated as follows:
Dl I~ A'

= {to h J tED 2

!I

C(t)}

The last form of subset requirements we want to diseuss are aetually not
database eonstraints. lf tables Dl and D2 are equal in the subset requirements
deseribed above, then we caB this an internal subset requirement. This type of
subset requirements however, ean be recorded as a table eonstraint and
therefore eannot be called database eonstraints.
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3.2.7 Unlque

idel1tification~keys

and foreign keys

To make the data in the database retrievable we need some kind of adressing
mechanism. A table can be addressed by its name but we also need an attribute
(or attributes) that can uniquely identify tuples in this tabIe. This consequently
means that for each tuple within the table all values for these attributes must
be different.
definition:
Ir A and B are sets and D is a table over A, then:

B is uniquely identifying within D

<:>

'Vt,sED: ttB

=

s tB

~

t=s.

We caU B a key of tabletype TT if B is uniquely identifying within each element
of TI. If, on top of that, no other real subset of B is a key of TT, then we caU B
a minimal key of TT.

definition:
If A is a set and TT is a tabletype over A then:

B is a key of TT

<:>

B is a set and 'VDETI': B is uniquely identifying within D.

definition:
B is a minimal key of TT

<:>

B is a key of TT

A

'ti c ~D: C is a key of TT

~

C=B.

If we recall the first definition of a subset requirement we can define another

type of key, the foreign key.
definition:
If Dilt A'

ç;

D2 1t B'

00

h is a subset requirement, and B' is a key within A',

then A' is a foreign key.
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3.3 Representation of the datamodel
3.3.1 Pascal-like notation
We've already seen that we can represent the data model using a mathematical
notation, i.e. notation in terms of sets. The interpretation of this type of
notation can become somewhat difficult, especially if the data model becomes
very large and complex. We therefore use a pascal-like notation equivalent to
the mathematical notation, that is more readable and surveyable. The terms
used in this notation are explained in table 3.1.

TERM

EXPLANATION

TERM

EXPLANATION

type

type specification

endtype

end of type specification

tatp

tabletype specification

endtatp

end of tabletype specific.

tutp

tupletype specification

endtutp

end of tupletype specific.

obcar

object characterisation

endobcar

end of object character.

tuc

tuple constraints

tac

table constraints

keys

keys of a tabletype

dac

database constraints

dbcar

database characterisation

enddbcar

end of database character.

dbtp

databasetype specification

enddbtp

end of databasetype spec.

Table 3.1: Terms used in pascal-like notation
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3.3.2 Diagrams
We can also use a diagramming technique for representing logical database
structure in a graphical rnanner. With the recording of subset requirernents we
formally connect tuples from one table to tuples of another tabie. We can use
these subset requirernents in a diagram to get a compact picture of the data
strucure in the model.
A box in the diagram represents a tabie. Within the box we state the name of
the table in capital letters and the minimal key of the table in smallietters.
Between the tables there are connection sYffibols that represent the various
subset requirements. Asolid line between two tables means that a tuple within
one connected table must also belong to a tuple within the other connected
tabie. A dotted line between two tables means that a tuple within one table can
also belong to a tuple within the other connected tabie. To represent arelation
of more than one tuple to other tupies we use a tripod. We now can combine
solid lines, dotted lines and tripods to represent the various subset
requirements. For example, we use a tripod and a line to represent a many-toone relation and two lines to represent a one-to-one relation.

3.4 Example of previously introduced concepts
We wiIl now give a brief example of the usage of the presented concepts. We
consider a small system for the registration of drug administations. The
systems consists of three tables: the patient tabie, the drugs table and the drug
administrations tabie.
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The mathematical specification:
g={(PATj{patnr,name,address}),
(DRGj{drgnr,description,concentration}),
(ADMIN j{patnr,admnr,drgnr,dosage})}
nr=[1..100000J
F-pat={(patnrjnr),(namejchs(50»,(addressjchs(50»}
F-drg={(drgnrjnr),(descriptionjchs(50),(concentrationjR)}
F-admin ={(patnr;nr),(admnr;nr),(drgnr;nr),(dosagejnr)}

T-pat=n(F-pat)
T-drg=n(F-drg)
T-admin ={tl ten(F-admin)

A

t(patnr)<10=>t(drgnr)~1050}

patient

={D I D~T-pat}

drug

={D I D~T-drg}

administration

={D I D~T-admin

A

VLED: #(t(patnr)=12)<10}

DK-med ={(patjpatient),(drgjdrug),(adminjadministration)}

Ir {patnr}=X(pat) Ir {patnr}
X(admin) Ir {drgnr~X(drg) Ir {drgnr}}

medication =(XI XeneDK-med)
A

A

X(admin)
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The equivalente pascal-like notation:

type nr=[l..lOOOOO];

string=array[1..80] of character;
tatp patient=
tutp T-pat=
obcar F -pat=
patnr

: nr;

name

: string;

address

: string;

endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{patnr},{name}}
endtatp;

tatp drug=
tutp T-drg=
obcar F -drg=
drgnr

: nr;

description

: string;

concentration

: IR;

endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{drgnr}}
endtatp;
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tatp administration=
tutp T-admin=

obear F-admin=
patnr

: nr;

admnr

: nr;

drgnr

: nr;

dosage

: nr;

endobear;
tue

t(patnr)<10~t(drgnr)~1050;

endtutp;
tae 'tItEo: #(t(patnr)=12)<10;
keys {{patnr,admnr}}

endtatp;
dbtp medication=
dbcar DK-med=
pat

: patient;

drg

: drug;

admin

: administration;

enddbar;
dae X(admin) I~ {patnr}=X(pat) It {patnr}
A

X(admin) I~ {drgnr}çX(drg)

enddbtp;
enddtype;

It {drgnr}
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Representation with a diagram:

ADMIN
patnr, admnr

\V
-~

- ....

DRG

PAT

drgnr

patnr,name

Figure 3.1: Diagram of the example data model.

The diagram shows the three different tables patient, drug and drug
administration and their relationships to another. The diagram does not show
the tuple and table constraints specified in the data model. The tuple constraint
in the administration table specifies that the drug with drug number 1050 may
not be administered to patients with a patient number less than 10. The table
constraint associated with the administration table specifies that the number of
drug administrations to the patient with patient number 12 should be Iess than
10.
The subset requirements are represented in the diagram by the connections
between the tables. The diagram shows that patients registered in the
administration table should also be listed in the patient tabIe. The diagram
furthermore shows that multiple drug administrations can be registered for one
patient. The drug table contains all possible drugs. The diagram shows that not
every drug in this tabIe has to be used in the drug administration table (dotted
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line). This type of subset requirement allows the registration of drugs that
aren't used at the moment but could be used in future studies and sessions. The
diagram also shows that if a drug is administered to a patient it must also be
listed in the drugs tabie. The diagram also shows that one drug can be
administered multiple times to (different) patients.
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4. The EMDABS Time-Data model

4.1 Introduction
In section 2.3.1, a historie overview of EMDABS, we stated that the data model
needed to be updated. The time-data model in particular, was incomplete and
not flexible enough to satisfy our needs. The present time-data model consists of
two major parts, the events module and the physiologic parameters module. The
events module will be expanded with a eouple oftables to structurize the event
storage in a better way. The physiologie parameters module needs to he
redesigned beeause the present structure isn't flexible enough and because a lot
of storage space is waisted due to redundancy. The goal is to design a time-data
model that is flexible because we can't prediet what information we need to
store in the (near) future, and a model that saves storage space because of the
vast quantities of data that undoubtedly will be produced.
The forma! specifieation of the complete data model is documented in appendix
B of this report. A more detailed deseription of the subject/session part is
documented in [Kuipers 1991].

4.2 The events module
4.2.1 The event recording
During monitoring sessions all important events are recorded to insure that no
important information wiU be lost. The events are recorded by ERDA, the Event
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Recording and Data Acquisition system. The first version of ERDA produced so
called event lists. All important events and the relevant timing information are
listed in files. These lists, recorded during previous sessions, have to be
converted into an appropriate format if we want to store them in our database
system. Future versions of ERDA will omit these event files and produce a data
stream, adapted to the data model of EMDABS, to make time-consuming
conversions superfluous. The problems we have to cope with in storing the
event data in the database system, are the following:
- The user has to be able to extract a complete survey of events that
occured during an operation without much effort.
- The event list contains fields that have different meanings for different
event types.
- Incorrect events must be stored as weU.
- The values of drug doses, anesthetic depth and concentrations will be used in
calculation processes.

4.2.2 The events data model
Because the user has to be able to extract a complete survey of events from our
database we create a table EVENTS. This table will contain all the events and
relevant timing data. Specific information about the events is stored in separate
tables according to the different event types. We use separate tables for the
additional data of different event types because the data varies in number and
should always represent the same information for each event type. The
additional information includes numerical values that may be used in
calculations. This results in the events module consisting of the central tabIe
EVENTS surrounded by several additional tables. The diagram of this module
is given in figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Diagram of the events module.

Explanation of abbreviations used in figure 4.1:
EVE

: events

EVEDS

: event descriptions

EVETY

: event types

SEIT

: equipment settings

LAB

: lab results

DREV

: drug events

DRUCO

: drug concentrations

FLEV

: fluid events

FLUIDS

: fluids

VAIJ

: validation statements

UNI

: units

LEVEST

: anesthetic depth level estimation

LEVDEF

: anesthetic depth level definition
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The table EVENTS contains general information, including timing information,
about events. The timing information consists of four attributes. First the entry
time of the event recorded by the event recording system is registered. In
addition the time of occurence according to the anesthesiologist is registered.
Both the entry time and actual time of occurence are represented using two
different time formats. The first format is a long-integer format and specifies
the seconds that have elapsed since the first of January 1970 (Greenwich Mean
Time). This long-integer representation of timing information specifies time and
date but is difficult 10 read. Therefore a second time format is used which only
specifies the point in time in hours, minutes, and seconds. Because monitoring
sessions can take place simultaneously, which can lead 10 events with equal
long-integer entry times, the key in the EVENTS table is the combination of the
long-integer entry time and asession number. The session number uniquely
identifies asession and is used 10 conneet an event list to aspecific session.
Using the session number and long-integer entry time we can uniquely identify
an event in the EVENTS table because it is impossible 10 enter two events
during asession simultaneously. We can't use the actuallong-integer time at
which the event took place to identify a tuple uniquely, because events can take
place simultaneously (not unique) and we can't use the conventional time
format of the entry time because it only specifies time and no date.
The first five attributes of the table EVENTS are: session n, and the four time
fields long_intime, intime, long_evtime, evtime to register timing information.
The session_n attribute is a foreign key to the table SESSIONDATA and there
always is a set of events corresponding 10 asession. The ev_number attribute
represents an event number that specifies the specific event. The event number
is a foreign key 10 the table EVENTDESCRIPTION. This attribute specifies
exactly what event occured during the operation and therefore the meaning of
possible additional fields. Possible comments associated with an event can be
stored using the comm attribute (72 characters maximum), this however is
optional. The final attribute in the table EVENTS is the correct attribute and
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specifies wether the event _was entered correctly. This

~ttribute is

added 10 the

EVENTS table because incorrect events, which have been corrected later, must
also he stored (no information may be disgarded). Furthermore two relations
between the tables EVENTS and SESSIONDATA, not shown in figure 4.1,
specify that the long-integer begin- and end-time of asession recorded in
SESSIONDATA also must occur in the table EVENTS.
The tahle EVENTDESCRIPTION, as mentioned earlier, contains a list of all
possible events that can occur during asession. This kind of table is called a
lookup tabie. A lookup table can be regarded as a list of 'items' that can be
identified by a unique label. Instead of using the description of an item when
needed the unique label can be used 10 specify the item. The list of 'items' can
easiliy be expanded if necessary. The attributes used in the
EVENTDESCRIPTION table are the event number ev_number and a
corresponding description of the event. The event number uniquely identifies an
event and is key to this tabIe. A third attribute group_code is added 10
categorize the events. The group_code is a foreign key 10 the table
EVENTTYPES. The lookup table EVENTIYPES contains a list of different
groups of events called event types. The attributes in this table are the

group_code, the key 10 this tabIe, and the description ofthe event type. For each
entry in the table EVENTS there is a corresponding event number recorded in
the table EVENTDESCRIPTION and for each event in the table
EVENTDESCRIPTION there is a group code recorded in the table
EVENTTYPES.
The additional information is stored in five different tables. The key to these
tables is the set of attributes session_n and long_intime (exept the table
LABRESULTS). This set of attributes is also a foreign key 10 the table
EVENTS and specifies the associated event. The entries in the five additional
tables always are a subset of the entries in the table EVENTS if we only
consider their key attributes. The correct attribute specified in the EVENTS
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table is also recorded in the tables with additional information to avoid
mistakes.
The first table containing additional information is the table DRUGEVENTS.
All drug administrations, inc1uding gases, can be stored using this tabie. The
additional information for a drug event consists of the type of administration
(continuously, intermittently, gas), the drug code, the administered dose, unit of
dose, the cumulative dose and unit of the cumulative dose. Because a
cumulative dose lacks meaning in gas administrations and all drug events are
recorded in one table it is possible that the cumdose and cum unit attributes
have NULL values (an empty entry). The units are stored using a separate
attribute because the numeric dose values will be used for calculations.
Constraints specify that the cumulative doses of continuously and
intermittently administered drugs have to increase in time during asession, if
the events were entered correctly. The drug_code is a foreign key 10 the lookup
table DRUGS and specifies the drug administered. The DRUGS table contains a
list of drugs that can be administered to apatient. The drugs are uniquely
identified by a drug code and can be categorized using different drug types. The
attributes in the DRUGS table therefore are: the drug_code, a description of the
specific drug, and a group_code to specify the drug type. The group code is a
foreign key 10 the lookup table DRUGTYPES, which contains the descriptions of
drug types associated with a code. This is the same construction used 10
register the different events and event types.
The second table containing additional information is the table DRUGCONC.
This table can contain all drug concentrations of drugs that were administered.
This table is necessary because the same drug can be administered during one
session in different ways at different times with different concentrations. The
additional attributes in this table correspond 10 the drug code, administration
type, concentration and the unit used.
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The third table containing additional information is the table FLEV. This table
can contain the information regarding fluid events. The attribute {luid code is a
foreign key to the lookup table FLUIDS. This table contains a list of fluids
specifying a fluid code and a fluid description. For each entry in the table FLEV
a fluid code has to be specified 10 be able to retrace the specific fluid. The
amount of fluid, the unit used, the cumulative amount, the unit used for the
cumulative amount and the direction of the fluid (in or out) are also recorded.
Constraints specify that the cumulative amount of a fluid must increase in time
during asession if the events were entered correct1y.
The fourth table containing additional information is the table
LEVELESTlMATION. This table can contain the estimation of anesthetic depth
of the patient during surgery, given by the anesthesiologist. The estimation is
represented by an integer value estimation. The meaning of this integer value is
specified by the protocol used 10 represent the estimation of anesthetic depth.
The protocol is specified by the attribute protocol. The combination of the
attributes protocol and estimation form a foreign key 10 the lookup table
LEVELDEFINITION. This table explains the meaning of the integer values for
each protocol. A validity statement is specified for each event by a valid code,
the attribute valid_code is a foreign key to the lookup table VALI.
The fifth and last additional table LABRESUL'IS can contain information
regarding labanalyses of fluid samples taken during asession. Because it is
impossible to predict what kind of analyses will be required for each type of
fluid and what analyzed quantities will be measured, we use a special
construction 10 record the information. In this construction we use an attribute
to specify what quantity is measured, an attribute to specify the value resulting
from this measurement and an attribute to specify the unit of the quantity. To
make sure always the same representations for quantities and units are used
we need two lookup tables, MEASURETYPES and UNITS. The type of
measured quantity is specified by the attribute type_code, the unit is specified
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by the attribute unit_code. Both attributes are foreign keys to the corresponding
lookup tables and must always be specified. The attribute value can only
contain numeric values (attribute constraint) so that it can always be used in
calculations. It is therefore impossible to insert text into this field. Ir the
analyzed quantity only can have a textual value (for example rhesus factor: + or
-) the text has to be converted into a numeric value. The unit code will then
refer to an entry in the table UNITS with a description of the meaning of the
value (for example ASCII-code). The key to the table LABRESULTS is the set of
attributes session_n, long)ntime and type_code, for it uniquely identifies a
measured quantity of a fluid sample taken within asession.

4.3 The physiologic parameters module
4.3.1 Physiologic data
Most of the collected physiologic data is not fit for storage in a database because
of the enormous amount of samples taken during a monitoring session. The
collected data will therefore be stored on other storage facilities. In EMDABS
information on the collected physiologic data is recorded and in some cases data
derived from the physiologic data after a form of dataprocessing is included.
Usually the collected physiologic data will be the starting point in the research
on data. The data will undergo several steps of dataprocessing to visualize the
information the data contains. We can picture these steps of dataprocessing by
a directed graph as seen in figure 4.2.
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processed dataset

Figure 4.2: Directed graph structure of dataprocessing steps.

The starting point of the graph represents the coIlected raw physiologic data
which will always be processed in some way already. An arc in the graph
represents some form of dataprocessing and a node represents the derived
processed data set. Each time-interval of the originating data set (parent node)
can be used for dataprocessing steps (arc) and these intervals may weIl overlap.
Because we use a graph-structure it is possible to derive a new data set from
different parent data sets using different kinds of data processing. Ir a
processed data set requires a limited amount of memory space it can be
included in the database when necessary.
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4.3.2 The physiologic data model
Because information on both physiologic data and processed physiologic data
needs to be recorded a flexible structure for the data model is necessary. The
information on both types of data can be stored in the tabIe
PROC_PHYS_DATA. First a unique number datset_n is assigned to each data
set. This number is the key to the table PRoe- PHYS- DATA. The session
number is included for more convenient data retrieval and a validity statement
can be specified with a valid_code (foreign key to the table VALIDITY).
Four attributes are used to record where and how the data set is stored. The
attribute datfile refers to the file containing the data set, the attribute medium
refers to the medium on which the data set is stored and the attribute

form_code is a foreign key to the lookup table DATASTORAGE_FORMAT. This
lookup table contains a list of storage formats that can be used to store the data
sets. The data storage format for bloodpressure curves, ECG signals and EEG
signals for example are defined in this tabie. The attribute intstor specifies
whether the data set is stored internally. Ir the data set is stored internal1y it
can be found in the table INTERNAL DATA. Data sets consisting of ordered
pairs of data can be stored in this tabie. A bloodpressure curve for example can
be described using two coordinates. The key to this table is the combination of
the data set number and the first coordinate of an ordered pair. Processed data
that consists of more than two coordinates should first be converted to a two
coordinate representation before it can be stored internally.
The attributes begintime and endtime represent the long-integer times of the
begin and end time of the monitoring of the physiologic parameter. The
attribute use_n is a foreign key to the table EQUIPMENT_USE. This table
specifies which equipment was used during the monitoring of the physiologic
parameter. The use number can have a NULL value for derived physiologic
data (no equipment used). The attribute dat_code is a foreign key to the lookup
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table DATATYPES. This table contains a list of data types that can be stored.
In case of raw physiologic data the type of data can be recorded, for example
EEG or EeG data, in case of derived physiologic data the type of curve used to
visualize the data can be recorded. The different data types and curves are
specified by a unique data code.
The attribute parset_n specifies a parameter set number. This number specifies
a set of parameters in the table PARAMETER_SET used to describe the
recording of the physiologic data (for example the sample frequency and the
sample frequency unit) or the type of dataprocessing (for example the begin and
end time of a used interval). The parameter set number is not unique in the
table PROC_PHYS_DATA because we expect that different data sets can have
equal parameter sets. In fact we encourage this to retain some kind of
uniformity making comparison of different data sets easier. The key 10 the table
PARAMETER_SET is the combination of the attributes parset_n and par_code.
The parameter code is a foreign key 10 the lookup table
PARAMETER_CHARAC contains a list of parameters and descriptions that can
be used. The attributes value and unit_code (foreign key 10 the lookup table
UNITS) represent the parameter value and its unit. The value must be s10red
using a string because different types of parameters can be included in a
parameter set. This means we cannot use numeric values in the parameter set
in calculations without any form of conversion. Figure 4.3 visualizes the use of
parameter sets to describe important information of data sets.
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Figure 4.3: Parameter sets.

The attribute orgset_n specifies a set of parent data sets for derived physiologic
data. The originating data set number win have a NULL value for raw
physiologic data (no processing). The originating data set number is a foreign
key to the table ORIGINATING_DATASET. The key to this table is the
combination of the attributes orgset_n and datset_n. The originating data set
specifies from which parent data sets a data set was derived. By specifying a
set of originating data sets, for each data set in the system, the directed graph
structure presented in the previous section can be represented. The use of
originating data sets is visualized in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Originating data sets.

Finally a table to record the relationship between the (derived) physiologic data
and studies in the database is needed. The key to this table STUD DATA is the
combination of the attributes study_code and datset _no The study code is a
foreign key to the table SESS_STUDDATA and identifies aspecific study. The
data set number is a foreign key to the table PROC_PHYS_DATA and identifies
a specific data set. Using the STUD_DATA table a data set can be assigned to a
specific study. The use of this table also allows a user to assign one data set to
multiple studies if needed.
The physiologic parameters module provides a flexible structure to register
physiologic data. This flexible stucture is needed to enable the representation of
different types of physiologic data. The data, always stored on external storage
media, can be inc1uded in the system if needed. The use of predefined data
types and data storage formats highly structurizes the representation of
physiologic data and can easiliy be expanded. Derived physiologic data can be
represented using originating data sets to describe the relationship to other
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physiologic data and parameter sets provide a flexible alternative to represent
important characteristics of data sets. The diagram of the complete physiologic
parameters module is given in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: The physiologic parameters module.
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.5. TheEMDABS Event Loader

5.1 Introduction
In the past few years a lot of data has been collected during monitoring sessions
for the anesthetic depth project. This data includes event recording
information. The data, stored on optical disks, can contain important
information for previous and future studies. To make this data more accessable
we want to store the data using EMDABS.
To enter the data by hand would take too much time,
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we want to create a

facility to do this automatically. This event loader should be able to read the
lists of events and convert the data to an appropriate format to make storage
using EMDABS possible. The data should be checked on errors using the
attribute constraints, tuple constraints, table constraints and database
constraints.

5.2 The event list structure
5.2.1 Event categories
The event recording module was specified by De Jong in 1985 [de Jong 1986]. In
this report de Jong suggests to divide the events into a number of categories:
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- respiration
- medication
- fluids
- known artefacts
- events
- commentary
- estimation of depth of anesthesia
- equipment
- data processing
- patient information
- medical pre-information
These categories are then subdivided into subcategories and specific events. For
example, the inspiration time is an event categorized as a respiration event.
Each (sub)category is associated with an event code and each specific event is
associated with an event number. One category is not listed above. This
category contains only one event, the eventmarker. The eventmarker is
intended to generate an entry in the event list without specifying the specific
event. The anesthesiologist can specify the specific event at a more convenient
point in time.
In a meeting with future users of EMDABS we reviewed this categorisation.
They could te11 us what type of events they expected 10 occur during a
monitoring session. In this evaluation we decided to delete some categories and
replace them with others. We decided to regard qualitative measurements as
'real' events and subdivide quantitative measurements that cannot be obtained
automatically (for example medication events).
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First the equipment and dataprocessing categories were omitted. These
categories were not implemented in the event recording system; they
represented information that didn't belong in the events module but in the
physiologic parameters module. The patient information and medica! preinformation categories were omitted because they represented information 10 be
s10red in the subject/session module. '!'wo new categories were added, the
perfusion category representing extracorporal circulation events and the
stimulation category representing evoked potential stimulation events.
The medication category originally was subdivided in three sub-categories:
continuous administration, intermittently administration and gasses. Each subcategory contained a set of drugs and was regarded as aspecific event. Ir a drug
could be administered in more than one way it was entered in the list of specific
events multiple times with different event numbers. To represent the
medication events more efficiently we decided to use only one event (drug event)
with one event number to represent all drug administrations. The type of
administration and the drug administered can he specified with an
administration code and a drug code (also see section 4.2.2). The same
considerations apply for the fluid events category. Respiration events in the
event lists can contain kwantitative information which should not be stored
using the events module but using the physiologic parameters module. The
conversion from these events to data sets 10 be stored using the physiologic
parameters module has not been implemented yet and must be performed by
hand. Table 5.1 shows a complete list of event categories and their corresponding event code.
The event loading facility has to take into account that the categories used in
the event lists can differ from the categories used in EMDABS. The event
loader should convert the data from one category to another if possible and
filter out any data that cannot be represented using the new list of categories.
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CATEGORY

CODE

events

EVENT

respiration

RESPI

medication

MEDIC

fluids

FLUID

kJlo~

artefacts

ARTIF

comments

COMMT

estimate anesthetic depth

ANDEP

evoked potential stimulation

STIMU

perfusion

PERFU

Table 5.1: Event categories.

5.2.2 The data format of an event list
Each textline in the event list represent one event. The textline is divided in a
number of tokens according to the event type. The first four tokens always
represent the timing information. The first token is a long-integer
representation of the exact time of entry of the event. The second token is a
string representation (hh:mm:ss) of this point in time. The third token contains
the long-integer representation of the time of occurence of the event according

to the anesthesiologist. The fourth token contains the string representation of
this eventtime.
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The fûth token contains the event code. This code is represented by an integer
value and specifies the event type. The sixth token is the event number
specifying the specific event. The seventh token is reserved for an textual
description of the event (comments are included using this token).
So far the tokens represent the same kind of information for each event type.
The next tokens in an event line represent specific information of the different
events. These tokens vary in number and can be different for each event type.
Table 5.2 summarizes the different tokens associated with aspecific event type.

EVENTTYPE:

ADDITlüNAL FIELDS:

medication

medication number

(continuous, intermittent1y, gasses)

unit of dosage
administered dose
cumulative dose (except for gasses)

respiration

unit
entered value
unit of dosage

fluids

dose
cumulative dose
estimated anesthetic depth

entered value

event marker

entered value

other event types

no additional fields

Table 5.2: Summary of additional fields.
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Table 5.3 shows an example of an event list as recorded during a monitoring
session.
EVENT UST nr: 2; DATE & TIME: Thu Feb 23 13:49:23 1989

E=========================================================================
ltime

I

time

I

Itime

I

time

Icode lori

event

@

604273787; 13:49:47;604273787; 13:49:47;23;lile id used by nlaprocessor: las
604273809; 13:50:09;604273809; 13:5O:09;23;currenttrigger type: RI01
604273854; 13:50:54;604273854; 13:50:54;23;trigger on: d: \ eegdsta \ RIO lIas.4
604273902; 13:51:42; 604273902; 13:51:42;

1; 99; PROPOFOL

604273916; 13:51:56; 604273916; 13:51:56; 0; 80; PROPOFOL
604273927; 13:52:07; 604273927; 13:52:07;

1; 91; ALFENTANlL

; 0; I; 0.000000; 00000oo
; 0; 10; 0.000000; 0.00000o;
; 79; 1; 3.000000; 3.00000O;

604273956; 13:52:36;604273956; 13:52:36;23;trigger ofT
604273963; 13:52:43;604273963; 13:52:43;23;trigger on: d: \ eegdsta\ RIO 11as.5
604273997; 13:53:17; 604273997; 13:53:17;

1; 99; PROPOFOL

Table 5.3: Example of an event list.

A formal way to describe the event list is by means of regular expressions.
These regular expressions specify the souree language, i.e. the event lists, in
terms of acceptahle token sequences. First we define a regular expression over a
set V: The set RE v of regular expressions over V is the smallest set X such that
E

E X,

(la)

a E X for all a E V,

(lh)

(e 1-e2 ) E X for all el' e 2 E X,

(lc)

(eli e2) E X for all el' e 2 E X,

(ld)

e· E X for all e EX.

(le)

The set V contains the symhols from which the tokens are constructed. Definition (la) represent the empty regular expression. Definition Uh) represents the
regular expressions consisting of one single symhol. Definition (Ic) represents
the concatenation of two regular expressions. Definition (Id) represents the
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_choice between two regular expressions. Definition (Ie) represents the Kleenestar operator for regular expressions, i.e. the arbitrary repetition of a regtl1ar
expressIOn.
An event list can be specified as a sequence of event lines. This sequence is
preceeded by a starting symbol and followed by a terminating symbol. Using a
regular expression this can be written as:
EventList

= '@' (EventLine)* 'Eof,

(2)

where '@' is the starting symbol, 'Eof is the terminating symbol and EventLine
represents another regular expression.
EventLine
Additional
Medic
Fluid
Respir
Estimate
Marker

= correction I {long;time;long;time;evcode;evnr;text;Additional}
= (E I Medic I Fluid 1Estimate I Respir I Marker)
= mednr;unit;dose;(E I dose;)

(3)

= unit;dose;dose;
= unit ;dose;

(6)

= value;
= value;

(8)

(4)
(5)
(7)
(9)

These regular expressions formally describe the structure of an event list in
terms of acceptable token sequences. The terms used in these regular
expressions represent sets of tokens; for example, the term long represents the
set of long-integer time strings. In the regular expressions specified above and
the event lists semicolons are used to separate the sets of tokens.
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5.3 The event loader
5.3.1 Event list parsing
To process the information in the event lists we need to construct some kind of
compiler to scan the event lists, analyse the information and translate it to data
that can he stored using EMDABS. This compiler normally consists of three
modules: the lexical scanner, the parser and the code generator. The lexical
scanner reads the input file character hy character and produces a stream of
tokens specified hy the language for which the scanner was constructed. The
parser analyses the stream of tokens and checks if they form avalid sequence.
The code generator finally translates the correct token sequence into another
format specified hy the target language. The three modules of the compiler are
often merged together to construct a more efficient algorithm.
In our case the task of the lexical scanner is very simple hecause the event list
is divided into separate Hnes, each representing one event. Each event is
divided into different tokens by a separator-symbol (a semicolon). The scanner
passes one event line at a time to the parser. The tokens in the event Hne can
easily he recognized.
The parser has to analyse the token sequence produced hy the scanner. Using
the regular expressions (2)..(9) specified in the previous section we can now
develop an efficient parsing algoritm. We construct a parsing procedure for each
set of tokens used in the regular expressions. The parsing procedures read one
token from the event list and check this token on errors. The regular
expressions specify when a parsing procedure should he invoked, first the
tokens with timing information should he checked followed hy the tokens
representing event code, event numher and the textual description. Finally the
parsing procedures for additional tokens should he invoked.
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The code generator translates the analyzed 10kens from the parser into a new
format 10 store the data using EMDABS. This translation is best done
immediately after the tokens are checked by the parser. We therefore merge the
code generation functions with the parsing procedures.

5.3.2 Operating the event loader
To use the event loader the user has to be registered as a user of EMDABS in
the DBMS üRACLE. The user should have certain privileges to he able to
insert data into EMDABS. The event loader will ask the user to specify his/her
username and password and conneet to EMDABS if possible. The user also has
10 specify a filename of an event list to be processed. This filename must always
have the extension * .evn. Finally the user has to specify asession numher to
relate the event list 10 asession.
The event loader will create two additional files, the log-file and the bad-file.
The log-file is filled with information regarding the progress of the event list
processing. This information will also be displayed on the screen. Error
messages will be entered in the log-file associated with the linenumher of the
event in the event list. After completion the bad-file contains the rejected
events. These events can he edited and used for input again.
To insure the event lists were processed correctly the user should always check
the log-file and bad-file after completion. It is possible that the user will have to
make some additional changes by hand because the event loader was unable 10
perform a task automatically.
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5.3.3 Constraints and data integrity
To insure data integrity we need to check the data using the constraints
specified in the data model. The tokens identified by the parsing procedures are
checked immediately using the attribute constraints before they are converted

into the appropriate format. The parsing process thus results in a set of
attribute values in EMDABS format.
Before the attribute values can be inserted into the corresponding tables they
have to be checked using the tuple constraints. The tuple constraints specify the
conditions each combination of attributes has to meet in an event. To check the
data using these constraints we construct a separate procedure for each tabIe.
Next the data should be checked using the table constraints. The table
constraints specify conditions that combinations of tuples within a table must
satisfy. In the data model we have specified two table constraints, one for the
drug events and one for the fluid events. Again we construct a separate
procedure for each table to check the data using the table constraints. This
however provides us with some problems. Ir an event was entered incorrectly
during asession it is possible to correct any mistakes. The event list will
contain both the incorrectly and the correctly entered event. The event list
however does not specify explicitly what event was entered incorrectly. Mostly
the incorrectly entered event can be determined comparing event codes and the
entry times but this is not always possible automatically. The parser cannot
determine the incorrectly entered event with 100% accuracy because it isn't
dear what information in the event was corrupted. Therefore the occurence of a
correction will be noted in the log-file to assist the user to perform the
necessary correction by hand. The user should enter the correct event and mark
the incorrectly entered event accordingly. Because these corrections have to be
made by hand it is impossible to check the data on input using the tabIe
constraints with an accuracy of 100%. It is only possible to inform the user that
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the data_ in a table might be corrupted and the user will have to check the data
manually to insure data integrity of entered event lists.
Finally the subset requirements specify the conditions which the combinations
of tables have to meet. The event loader distinguishes two different types of
subset requirements. The first type specifies that codes used to identify drugs,
fluids, etc. must be registered in the corresponding look-up tables. Special
functions check for these constraints or the codes are set to flXed values because
they haven't changed for the studies done so faro The second type specifies that
entries in tables with additional information correspond to an event in the
event tabIe. To insure that these constraints aren't violated we use the rollbackmechanism as explained in the next section.

5.4 The programming facilities
For the implementation of the event loader we used the Microsoft C-compiler
and the ORACLE PRO-C compiler. The general program text consist of
standard C-statements. For the communication with the database management
system we use the SQL language. The SQL language is a fourth generation
language commonly used to communicate with database systems.
The program text thus contains blocks of SQL statements. Because the
Microsoft C-compiler cannot process these statements we need to pre-process
the program text. The üRACLE tooI PRO-C translates the blocks of SQL
statements into standard C-statements. After the pre-processing the program
can be compiled using the Microsoft C-compiler.
The use of SQL statements in the program text makes it easy to communicate
with the database system but it also has some drawbacks. Because the blocks of
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SQL statements cannot be processed using the Microsoft C-compiler it is
difficult to debug a program. Debugging can only be performed on programs
that the Microsoft C-compiler can process. This means that the resulting
program text of the pre-processor can be used while debugging the program but
not the originating program text which contains the SQL statements. The
program text produced by the pre-processor however is very complex and
difficult to read, which was the reason to use clearly structured SQL statements
in the first place.
Additional to the standard SQL statements the ORACLE PRO-C tooI provides
some commands to control the dialog with the database management system.
These commands include statements to log-on to a database using a users
password and usercode, checking for errors and committing the data to the
database in blocks.
The event loader uses the rollback-mechanism to commit the data to the
database in blocks. An event is processed and the resulting data is checked.
After this check the data can be committed to the database. This means that if
data corresponding to one event needs to be inserted in multiple tables this will
be done in one inseparable block. This insures that data in one of the additional
tables always corresponds to data in the EVENTS tabie.
The event loader was tested using a set of ten event lists recorded during
monitoring sessions. The tests showed that most events could be entered into
the system without problems, events rejected by the event loader were
documented in detail in the log-file specifying the cause of rejection and the
position in the original event list. Rejected events could be checked in the badfile and entered into the system after correction.
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6. The 'intelligent' user-interface _

6.1 Introduction
In section 2.4.2 of this report we stated that EMDABS is meant 10 he multiinstitutional and requires a form of standardized storage of information 10
facilitate sharing of data among institutions. The importance of easy 10 use
application software was also mentioned. The development of user-interfaces
therefore is of great importance to the success of the system.
In this chapter different kind of interfaces developed for EMDABS are discussed
and the design of an 'intelligent' user-interface for data retrieval is considered.
An extensive research of existing literature on user-interface design and various

types of interfaces is presented, and the application of these type of interfaces
in EMDABS is discussed.

6.2 User-interface requirements for EMDABS
For EMDABS three types of interfaces can he distinguished:
- The DataBase Administrator (DBA)-interface for system maintance.
- The input-interface for data import.
- The 'intelligent' user-interface for information retrieval.
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The DBA-interface provides the facilities to maintain the data in the database.
The DBA can add, delete and update data stored in the database. The DBAinterface is currently being developed at the division of medical electrical
engineering at the Eindhoven University of Technology. The control of dataintegrity will be of great importance in the development of this interface.
For EMDABS two types of input-interfaces can be distinguished, a centra!
interface and a decentral interface.
The

centr~l

input-interface can be used to insert data directly into the system.

The user has to connect to the database, the data will be checked using the
constraints specified in the data model and then be stored in the appropriate
tables. The event loader described in the previous chapter is an example of an
interface of this type.
The decentral input-interface can be used on location during monitoring
sessions. The Event Recording and Data Acquisition system (ERDA) is an
example of this type of interface. Together with another interface called
'FillForm' ERDA provides the means to collect data during monitoring sessions.
The decentral input-interfaces are not connected to the database and have to
store the collected data on temporary storage media. To control data-integrity
the data has to be checked on input, giving immediate feedback to the user,
because it can take a while before the data is really committed to the database.
To perform the required checks the decentral input-interfaces are accompanied
by a set of files with the latest data from the lookup tables of EMDABS. When
the data finally is committed to the database using the centra! input-interface
the data-integrity checks should be performed again. The checks are performed
again because we can't be sure the data wasn't corrupted between the entry
time using the decentral interface and the entry time using the central
interface.
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The 'intelligent' user-interface is intended to assist the user to retrieve
information from the database. The üRACLE environment already provides
facilities to retrieve information using the language SQL. A query formulated in
SQL win always produce an answer provided the correct syntax was used. It is
however not always dear whether this is the answer to the question the user
had in mind. Even experienced SQL-programmers regularly make mistakes in
formulating complex queries, i.e. queries which access data in multiple tables
and combine the results. We therefore want to develop a user-interface which
requires no knowledge of the systems architecture, the data model or the SQL
language from the user.
Figure 6.1 shows how the user-interfaces are related to the database (DB) and
the database management system (DBMS) in EMDABS.

Figure 6.1: Relation user·interfaces with database.
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EMDABS is meant to be a multi-institutional database system. This means
that a variety of users should be able to retrieve information from the system.
The interface should be able to adapt to both experienced users with experience
in data processing and database systems and novice users without any
experience. This has important consequences for the requirements of the userinterface:
- The user does not have to be familiar with the data model.
- The user does not have to be familiar with the SQL language.
- Experienced users should be able to formulate queries in SQL.
- The user should be able to formulate complex queries.
- The quality of queries and their answers should be guarded.
By guarding the quality of queries and their answers we mean that the query
and the associating answer produced by the system should be stored in order to
he ahle to evaluate them afterwards. The evaluation of query and answer is
only possible if the query was formally specified independent of the type of
interface that was used to formulate the query. Therefore the data retrieval
interface should store a formal description of the query constructed by the user.

6.3 User-interface design in literature
A lot of research has been undertaken concerning the design of user-interfaces.
Most publications on this subject are theoretical in nature and provide few
practical results for the development of information systems. The definition of
design criteria, dividing the development process into predefined steps and
modelling the user of the system may seem logical in theory but often prove to
he difficult to use in practical situations. Nevertheless we present a brief
summary of some theoretical concepts.
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6.3.1 Design criteria
In the design of user-interfaces a number of design criteria can be used
[Brazier 1991]:
- The style of interaction.
- The individual differences of users.
- User-required versus system-initiated advice.
- Contents of advice.
The style of interaction to be employed by users in interacting with a system, is
one of the aspects which need to be adressed during design. There are several
styles of interaction currently found in au10mated systems: naturallanguage,
form-filling, menus, formal command language, and direct manipulation. The
appropriate type of interface depends highlyon the experience and knowledge of
the user.
The influence of user characteristics and individual differences on the way in
which a user interacts with a system is an area in which a lot of research has
been undertaken [Brazier 1991]. This research however hasn't lead to any
concrete results. But in case user preferences are known the user-interface
should be able 10 adapt to the wishes of the user.
Adaptivity of the system to the user and the user's interaction with the system
is also of importance with regard to the help and advice a system provides.
Should the system only give advice on request or should the system be able 10
adapt to users actions and provide advice when necessary? In systems where
knowledge of a domain is of great importance it can be useful 10 model the
user's knowledge of this domain
actions and knowiedge.
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that the system can adapt 10 the user's
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The explanation given by the system should include a combination of different
types of knowiedge, i.e. strategic, procedural and declarative lmowledge.
Research furthermore showed step advice (directly instruct the user about the
next appropriate action) and goal advice (providing a statement about the next
goal the user should be pursuing) to be more effective than bloclring
(information about the incorrect actions making it possible to recognize an error
has been made without stipulating further information).

6.3.2 Conceptual versus mental models
To improve the design process, design guidelines and principles have been
formulated, functional grammars and evaluation methodologies have been
devised but few design methodologies have been developed to support user
centered design to its fuU extent. The distinction between the conceptual model
of the target system as defined by the designer versus the mental model the
user actuaUy forms of the system, can be a valuable premise for design [Brazier
1991]. The major components of the distinction are shown in figure 6.2.

mental model
user

user
interface

system

designer

Figure 6.2: Mental model versus conceptual model.
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The conceptual model of the system is constructed by the developer according to
the system requirement specified by the users. The conceptual model as
presented through the user-interface must ref1ect the functionality required by
the user. In working with the system the users form their own model, amental
model, of the system. The mental model of an 'ideal' expert user would be
equivalent to the conceptual model of the system, but the actual mental models
users acquire are generally fragmentary, partially incorrect and incomplete.

6.3.3 Design steps in interface design
In literature the design process usually is divided into a number of stages [Bass
1991][Brazier 1991]:

1.

Define the problem the customer wants solved.

2.

Model the operator/user of the system.

3.

Perform a task analysis.

4.

Define the computer objects and functions that correspond to the task
domain.

5.

Design the appearance and behaviour of the user-interface.

6.

Evaluate the design.

The problem definition of course is the starting point in the design process. In
this stage the domain in which the problem is defined and in which the system
and user work needs to be analysed. This is the job of domain-experts and is of
great importance to the design of the database and the expert advice system.
Modelling users of the system is the next step in the design process. Interviews
with the future users of the system should provide useful information about
user characteristics. Interactive system design should be user-centered and the
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designer should be able to decide what level of support the user requires.
Modelling the user seems to be a logical step in the design process but it often
is difficult to construct a user model in practical situations. A general

c1assification of users can be given by distinguishing two types of knowIedge:
syntactic knowledge which represents the linguistic conventions that users
must know to interact with a system (specific to each computer system) and
semantic knowledge which is an organized hierarchie of factual and procedural
concepts. Semantic knowledge is generated by the functional core of the system
and converted by the user-interface layers into a syntactic form for presentation
to the user. Distinguishing between those two types of knowiedge, users can be
categorized in three groups [Bass 1991]:
- Novice users have no syntactic knowledge and possibly little semantic
knowledge about the computer domain and shallow knowledge of the task
domain.
- Knowledgable intermittent users have good semantic knowledge of both task
domain and computer issues but may have trouble remembering the details of
syntactic knowiedge.
- Frequent users are familiar with both syntactic and semantic aspects of the
system.
The task analysis is the next step in the design process. The goal is to identify
what needs to be done and to structure the task domain in accordance with the
environmental properties, i.e. the operator's mental model of the system and the
hardware characteristics. The result of the analysis will be a set of specifïc
tasks and concepts that the user will perform and manipulate with the aid of
the computer system. Feedback to the user is of great importance in this stage
of the design.
The definition of computer objects and functions makes the objects and basic
operations determined in the previous stage explicit, which computer objects
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. will exist within the user-interface and which win exist within the functional
core of the system. The task objects and structure should relate directly to the
way in which the user specifies the operations to be performed. In practice this
might not always be possible in which case the task analysis should he
performed again to define other tasks and concepts to generate the desired
effect.
The design of the user-interface involves the selection of interaction style
(interaction objects), screen design, device usage (keyboard, mouse,
touchscreens), and error messages.
To evaluate the design various techniques can he used depending on the stage
of design. Simulations, field experiments, mock-ups, predefined scenarios and
demonstrations can be used. The design evaluation should be performed after
each design step in the design process and the user should be closely involved
in each design step.

6.4 Examples of existing user-interfaces
To retrieve information from a database numerous user-interfaces have been
developed. Usually the data can be accessed by formulating queries in a
language specified hy the DBMS, for example SQL This language already can
be seen as an easy to use, user friendly tooI to inquire a database. The use of a
language like SQL however requires that the user is familiar with this language
and with the data structure of the data in the system. Much research in userinterface design therefore concentrates on the development of more advanced
methods to releave the user of these requirements.
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6.4.1 Query-By-Example method
A number of interfaces used in application programs use the query-by-example
method to extract data from a database. In this case a user does not have to be
familiar with the SQL language to be able to retrieve information from the
system. The user should however still have knowledge about the data structure
of the data in the system.
To access the information in the database the user can extract tables (in a
relational system) 10 the screen. The structure of the tables will be visualized
on screen using the attributes specified for this tabie. The user can select
specific attributes and examine the contents of the tables for these selected
attributes. The user can even specify restrietions or conditions a specific
attribute value has to satisfy. By specifiying restrictions, conditions and
combinations of tables the user in a sense formulates a query. The ac tu al query
used to retrieve the information from the system will be generated by the
interface.
This type of interfaces have already been used in Medical Information Systems
with success (Staes 1991]. The use of forms 10 be filled in by the user makes the
system easy to work with. The formulation of complex queries however can
become very complicated. Because all the tables used in a query have to be
displayed on screen users can easily be overwelmed by the information
displayed and lose their sense of direction in achieving their goals.
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6.4.2 Naturallanguage processors
Another approach in user-interface design is the use of naturallanguage.
Naturallanguage interfaces are often considered most ideal for novice users of
automated systems. A novice user needs no prior knowledge of requirements
imposed by the system to interact. This type of interface however is not
necessarily the appropriate dialogue mode for human-computer interaction
[Brazier 1991]. In human-human interaction humans tend to use contextdependent sublanguages to meet the needs of a task. Formal languages however
are often developed to avoid ambiguity and to be easily and quickly understood.
Extensive research on this type of interfaces will have to show the
(im)possibilities in using these interfaces for information retrieval but for the
moment this type of interface can not yet be applied in EMDABS.

6.4.3 The co-operative assistant
Recent research in user-interfaces presented the concept of an intelligent
assistant 10 aid the user in accomplishing his/her task. The concept aims 10
incorporate concepts used in artificial intelligence into user-interface design.
Connecting a DBMS to an expert system can equip the user-interface with the
ability 10 adapt to user actions.
A promising concept has been presented in a collective research project from a
number of universities located in the Netherlands. The aim of the project is 10
develop a multi-modal human-machine interface for the transfer and analysis of
knowledge by means of linguistic and graphical interaction [DenK 1991]. To
separate the specific user-oriented properties from the underlyjng application,
the research project focusses on a situation in which two partners in a dialogue
have access to one dialogue domain. The dialogue domain, consisting of objects,
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will he displayed on a screen. The research project is subdivided into a number
of sub-projects.
The first sub-project focuses on the dialogue domain. The visualization of the
dialogue domain is one of the important features of the intelligent userinterface. Objects in the dialogue domain can be displayed on screen and the
user can directly manipulate them. In order to describe the communication
between the co-operative assistant and the animation system used 10 visualize
the objects an Object-oriented programming language is being developed.
The second sub-project focus es on the knowledge representation of the cooperative assistant. In most dialogues it is imparative to reason about the
knowledge of an interlocutor. The system therefore needs 10 keep track of the
knowledge and goals of a user to make efficient interaction possible.
The third sub-project focus es on the user itself. Natural interaction between
system and users is impossible if no attention has been paid to the
communicative abilities of users themselves. To acquire more information about
users in interaction with a computer system experiments are being conducted.
The fourth sub-project focuses on the dialogue. According 10 the knowledge
acquired by the assistant the system has to perform tasks dedicated 10 the
system by the user. Therefore the system needs 10 have a set of rules to
describe functional aspects of the dialogue structure for the system to behave
rational and co-operative.
The rUth sub-project focuses on the database used to store the systems
knowledge about the dialogue domain. Representation techniques for the
knowledge obtained by the system are being developed in this project.
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6.5 Present situation concerning EMDABS
The previous sections illustrate the complexity of the various aspects involved
in the design of an 'intelligent' user-interface. A lot of research needs to be done
before an interface of this type can be applied in EMDABS. Theoretical concepts
described in literature often speak of modelling the users knowiedge. In
practical situations knowiegde of users, especial1y implicit knowiedge, may be
impossible to model. Categorization of users in novice users, knowledgable
intermittent users and frequent users however can be of help in the design
process. For EMDABS especially the last two categories of users should be able
to work with the system. At this point in time it would be too progressive to
expect novice users to be able to work with EMDABS without training.
The use of Object-oriented concepts may be a valuable promise in the design of
the interface. The design of the user-interface will probably evolve during a
period of time but the data structure of the system will probably stay the same
or at least change much less. Object-oriented concepts in interface design can
make the interface more maintainable, extensible and reusable.
Research concerning the specific domain of neuro- electrophysiologïc research
will have to be performed as weU. Research will have to provide more
information about the problems scientists want to solve using EMDABS. The
need for formulating complex queries in comparison to more simple queries
should be analysed. Furthermore access paths for the structured retrieval of
data should be defined.
At the moment EMDABS is equiped with an interface for data retrieval using
the Query-By-Example method. The interface called SQLQMX was developed
by the ORACLE corporation and provides minimal facilities for data retrieval. A
user can extract the header of a table implemented in EMDABS to the screen.
The header shows the name and attributes (columns) of the tabie. To examine
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the contents of the table attributes can be selected by placing a marker at the
appropriate column. The selection of an attribute can be accompanied by a
restrietion or condition which attribute values have 10 satisfy. Data in different
tables can be combined by extracting multiple table headers to the screen and
coupling attributes of different tables with the same marker. Tuples in the first
table will then be combined with tuples in the second table that have the same
attribute values for the attribute specified by the marker. Using this
construction it is possible to join two tables.
The SQLQMX interface provides the facilities to construct queries using the
Query-By-Example method. It is also possible to evaluate the query constructed
by the user using this method. The SQL query generated by the interface can
be displayed and edited if necessary. The possibility of evaluating the generated
query is of great importance because the quality of the query and its answer
must be guarded as stated in section 6.2. The query and its answer can be
stored and the results can be evaluated and discussed.
To accomodate experienced users of database systems SQLQMX provides the
facilities to enter SQL queries. The formulated SQL query and its answer can
again he s10red to be evaluated at an appropriate point in time. The evaluation
of query and answer should be performed by the scientist in association with a
system expert because even experienced SQL programmers can make mistakes
in formulating complex queries.
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7. Conclusions and recommendations

In this report different types of databases were discussed. The type of database,
for example relational or Object-oriented, is the key to the type of Database
Management System. The relational DBMS ORACLE provides facilities 10
develop and maintain databases with a high degree of flexibility in the sense of
hardware platforms it supports.
The presented datamodelling technique provides an elegant mathematical
method to formally specify different types of data models. The semantic
relational data model of EMDABS can be specified using this technique and the
data semantics can be incorporated into the model using constraints. The
possibilities of the modelling technique however have not been used to their fuH
extent and need to be examined further.
The implementation of constraints specified in the data model however presents
some difficulties. In the present version of the DBMS ORACLE (Version 6.0) it
is still impossible to guard constraints at database level. The next version

however promisses to be more accomodating. The application interfaces
developed for EMDABS therefore must guard the constraints to insure data
integrity untill this can take place on database level.
The events module of the time-data model has been revised 10 structure the
storage of events. The use of events and event types provides a flexible but weIl
structured representation of event lists and event lists can be retrieved without
much effort. The set of event types has been adapted the the wishes of future
users of EMDABS.
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The physiologic parameters module of the time-data model has been redesigned
completely. The module is flexible in a sense that all kinds of neuroelectrophysiologic data can be represented in addition to respiratory and
circulatory variables. The construction of originating data sets provides a
method to represent any type of derived physiologic data and parameter sets
provide a flexible method to represent all important parameters for a data set.
The event loader has been developed to enter automatically previously collected
data in the anesthetic depth project. The event loader processes different events
as far as possible but some tasks will have to be performed by hand. The log-file

and bad-file provide sufficient information to assist the user in this case. The
collected data can be used as a test case for the evaluation of the time-data
module of EMDABS. This will probably much time but can give important
indications as to the true flexibility of the data model.
The Event Recording and Data Acquisition system (ERDA) needs to be
redesigned to support the possibilities of the time-data model. The adjustment
of ERDA will make the event loader superfluous and eliminate one step in the
data processing cycle.
The development of an 'intelligent' user-interface for data retrieval will take
much time and effort before it can be applied in EMDABS. Present research
will have to show the (im)possibilities of such a system. For the time being the
SQL language and the Query-By-Example method can be used to retrieve data
from EMDABS. Queries should be formulated by the scientist in co-operation
with a EMDABS system expert and both the query and results should he
evaluated carefully.
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Research concerning the specific domain of neuro- electrophysiologic research

will have to he performed as weIl and will have to provide more information
ahout the prohlems scientists want to solve using EMDABS. The present
situation allows users to enter data into the system and retrieve data using the
Query-By-Example method or the SQL languange. The data collected during
monitoring sessions in the anesthetic depth project can serve as a test case for
research on user interaction with the system. The need for formulating complex
queries in comparison to more simple queries should he analysed. Furthermore
access paths for the structurized retrieval of data should he defined.
Additional information on the EMDABS project is available through P .J.M.
Cluitmans of the division of Medical Electrical Engineering at the Eindhoven
University of Technology.
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Appendix A: Mathematical notations:

Z

the set of whole numbers.

Jl

the set of real numbers.

xeA

x is an element of set A.

= {t I t
= {t I t

o

E

ZAt ~ 0 }.

E

ZAt ~ 1 }.

the empty set.
for each element of A holds:.
there exists an element x of A for which holds:.
implies.
if and only if.

A

and.

v

or.

AçB <=> VxeA : XE B.
AuB = {x I x E A v X
AnB = {x I x E A A X
[m..nJ

vng(n)

EB}.
EB}.

= {x I x E Z A msxsn }.
= (10n.l .. 10 n - 1].

NULL an empty entry in a tabIe.
CHAR = {ascii characters with dec. values: 032.. 126};

vng(x)

= [0..9];
= [10x.1.. 10x ~ 1];

int(x)

= [-(lOx

pos

= {t It eRA t

chs(x)

= {r Ir is a string of CHAR's A

DIG

V
vnc(x)

- 1).. 10x - IJ;

per:

P

~

E

Ol;
CHAR

A

x e W

A

1 ~ Ir I s x};

= {rlr is a string ofDIG's A V per: P E DIG A XE N+ A Irl = X};
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Appendix. B:
THEEMDABSDATAMODEL
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....

'.'

........... ;
(xx> refer. to page
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type nr = [1..100000];
code_1 = (10011110000..19911119999];
code_2 = ['aa-00-00'..'zz-99-99'];
personnel code
date = [19000101..20991231];
year-month-day
ss_code = [vnc(3)-vnc(2)-vnc(4)]j
ltime = vnc(lO)j
long-integer-time
time = ['00-00-00'..'23-59-59'];
normal time form
CU = {' g','mg','g'};
unit for cumulative dose
RL = {'r' "'1' 'rl' ,'lr'}',
right or left handed
body = {'head','neek','breast','arm','leg'};
drg = {' g/hr','mg/hr','mVhr',' g','mg','ml','%'}j
con = {'mmoVI','moVl',' g/l','mg/l'};
freq = {'Hz','KHz','MHz'}j
imp = {'Q','KQ','MQ'};

session information
tatp sessiondata =
tutp T-sess =
obear F -sess =
session number
sesslOn n
: nr;
subject code
sub_code
: code_I;
operation code
surgery_code: ['aaaOO'..'zzz99'];
institution code
instcode
: [chs(3)-chs(3)]j
start date session
start_date : datej
end date session
end_date
: date;
begintime of session
start_time : ltimej
endtime of session
end_time
: ltimej
endobear;
tue t(start_date) s t(end_date) A t(start_time) < t(end_time);
endtutp;
keys Hsession_n}}
endtatp;

Formal specificalion of data model.
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tatp subj_iddata ==
tutp T-subi ==
obear F-subi ==
sub code
: code_I;
entry_date : date;
last name : chs(l5);
first name : chs(IO) U {NULL};
initials
: chs(3) U {NULL};
ss number : ss_code U {NULL};
med record : ['aOOOOO'..'z99999'];
endobear;
endtutp;
keys {{sub_code}}
endtatp;

subject identification

subject code
date of entry
last name
first name
initials
social security number
medical registration nr.

demographic information
tatp subj_demogrdata ==
tutp T-subd =
obear F-subd =
subject code
sub code
: code_I;
date of entry
entry_date : date;
: chs(l5);
subj-type: human or animal
type
date of birth
date birth : date;
: {'m','f};
sex
sex mf
left- right handed
handed rl : RL U {NULL};
'A' 'B'
blood type
bldgroup
.. {'O'"
,'AB'}·,
: {'+','-'};
rhesus factor
rhesusfac
endobear;
tue tCentry_date) ~ t(date_birth);
(t(type) == 'human') -:::> t(handed_rl) ~ NULL;
endtutp;
keys {{sub code}}
endtatp;

FonnaJ specificalion or data model.
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tatp subj_histdata =
tutp T-subh =
obcar F -subh =
sub code
: code_I;
: [0..99];
line nr
entry_date : date;
: chs(72);
info
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{sub_code,line_nr,entry_date}}
endtatp;

tatp surgerydata =
tutp T-surg =
obcar F-surg =
surgery_code: ['aaaOO'..'zzz99'];
description : chs(72);
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{surgery_code}}
endtatp;
tatp institutions =
tutp T-inst =
obcar F-inst =
: [chs(3)-chs(3)];
instcode
: chs(30);
instname
; chs(30);
instplace

additional medical information

subject code
line number
date of entry
text line

operation types
(multiple types as weU)

operation code
operation description

institution information

institution code
institution name
location of institution

endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{instcode}}
endtatp;

Fonnal &pe<:ilication of data model.
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tatp stud_instdata =
which study on which institution
tutp T-stins ~
obcar F-stins =
study_code : ['aa-OOl'..'zz-999']; study code
instcode
: [chs(3)-chs(3)];
institution code
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{study_code,instcode}}
endtatp;
tatp studydata =
tutp T-stud =
obcar F-stud =
study_code : ['aa-OOO'..'zz-999'];
entry date : date U {NULL};
studytitle
: chs(25);
proLname : chs(72) U {NULL};
pr_researcher: code_2 U {NULL};

study information

study code
date of entry
name of study
name of overall organisation
personnel code of l st research
manager
se_researcher: code_2 U {NULL}; personnel code of 2 nd research
manager
endobcar;

tuc
(t(study_code) ~ 'aa-OOO') => t(entry_date) ~ NULL A t(proj_name) ~NULL
A t(pr researcher) ~ NULL A tese researcher) ~ NULL;
(t(study_code) = 'aa-OOO') => t(studytitle) = 'genera!' A t(entry_date) =
NULL
A t(proLname) = NULL

A

t(pr_researcher)

= NULL A t(se_researcher) =

NULL;

endtutp;
keys {{study_code}}
endtatp;

Forma! specilication of data model.
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tatp stud infodata =
tutp T-stinf =
obcar F-stinf =
study_code : ['aa-OOl'..'zz-999'];
line_nr
: [0.. 99];
info
: chs(72);
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{study_code,line_nr}}
endtatp;

general study information

tatp grants =
tutp T-gran =
obcar F-gran =
grant_code : ['aaa-OO'..'zzz-99']j
grant_inst : chs(72)j
grant)nst_nr: chs(40)i
title
: chs(72)j
endobcar;
endtutpi
keys {{grant_code}}
endtatp;

grants information

study code
line number
text line

grant code
providing institution
grants disposal number
name of the grant

tatp stud_grantdata =
grant dividing information
tutp T-stgra =
. obcar F-stgra =
study_code : ['aa-OOl'..'zz-999']j study code
grant_code : ['aaa-OO'..'zzz-99']; grant code
endobcarj
endtutpj
keys {{study_code,grant_code}}
endtatpi

Fonnal specilication or data model.
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tatp personnel =
tutp T-pers =
obcar F-pers =
pers_code
: code_2;
: chs(35);
name
: [chs(3)-chs(3)];
instcode
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{pers code}}
endtatp;

personnel information

personnel code
name
institution code

tatp sess-personneldata =
personnel attending asession
tutp T-spers =
obcar F-spers =
study_code : ['aa-OOO'..'zz-999']; study code
session n
: nr;
session number
: ['aaOO'..'zz99'];
func code
function code
personnel code
pers_code
: code_2;
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{session_n,study_code,func_code,pers_code}}
endtatp;
tatp functions =
tutp T-func =
obcar F-func =
func code : ['aaOO'..'zz99'];
func name : chs(35);
description : chs(72);
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{func_code}}
endtatp;

function information

function code
function name
function description

Fonnal specification of data model.
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pre-operative information
(additional)

tatp pre_sessdata =
tutp T-psess =
obcar F-psess =
session number
session n
: nr;
: ['aaaaOO'..'zzzz99']; code for measured quantity
type_code
long-integer registration time
long_intime : ltime;
adm date
date of registration
: date;
adm time : time;
registration time
value
value of measured quantity
: rea!;
: chs(lO);
unit code
unit code
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{session_n,type_code,long_intimen
endtatp;
tatp sess_infodata =
tutp T-sinf =
obcar F-sinf =
study_code : ['aa-OOO'..'zz-999'];
session n
: nr;
: [0.. 99];
line nr
: chs(20);
keyword
: chs(72);
info
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{session_n,study_code,line_nrn
endtatp;

general session information

study code
session number
line number
keyword to text line
text line

Fonnal specification of data model.
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tatp sess_studdata =
which session for which study
tutp T-sstud =
obcar F -sstud =
study_code : ['aa-OOl'..'zz-999']; study code
seSSlOn n
: nr;
session number
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{study_code,session_nH
endtatp;
tatp pre_medication =
pre-operative medication
tutp T -pmed =
obcar F-pmed =
seSSlOn n
: nr;
session number
drug_code : ['aOOO'..'z999'];
drug code
long_intime : ltime;
long-int. administration time
adm date
date of administration
: date;
adm time : time U {NULL};
time of administration
: chs(15);
med type
way of administration
tot dose
total administered dose
: pos;
unit
: CU;
unit of dose
endobcar;
endtutp;
tac Vl,seD : (t r {drug_code, session_n} = sr {drug_code, session_n} A
t(long_intime) > s(long_intime)) =>
t(unit) = s(unit) A t(tot_dose) > s(tot_dose);
keys {{session_n,drug_code,long_intime}}
endtatp;

Fonnal specification of data model.
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tatp drugdata =
tutp T-drugs =
obcar F -drugs =
drug_code : ['aOOO'..'z999'];
group_code : chs(5);
generic_n
: chs(26);
trade nl
: chs{l6) U {NULL};
trade n2
: chs{l6) U {NULL};
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{drug_code}}
endtatp;

drug information

tatp drug_type =
tutp T-drugty =
obcar F-drugty =
group_code : chs(5);
description : chs(72);
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{group_code}}
endtatp;

description of drugtypes

drug code
code for drug type
generic name
1st trade name
2 nd trade name

drugtype code
description of the drugtype

tatp measure_type =
possible measurable quantities
tutp T-meast =
obcar F-meast =
type code
: ['aaaaOO'..'zzzz99']; code for measured quantity
description : chs(72);
description
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{type_code}}
endtatp;

Fonnal specification of data mode\.
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tatp equipment =
tutp T-equ =
obcar F-equ =
equip_code : ['aaaOOO'..'zzz999'];
equip_name : chs(36);
equip_type : chs(36);
description : chs(72);
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{equip_code}}
endtatp;
tatp equipment_use =
tutp T-equus =
obcar F-equus =
: nr;
use n
session n
: nr;
equip_code : ['aaaOOO'..'zzz999'];
retrace_code: chs(l5);

equipment

equipment code
equipment name
type of equipment
equipment description

equipment usage

usage number
session number
equipment code
equipment code of institution or
serial number
institution code

: [chs(3)-chs(3)];
instcode
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{use_n},{session_n,retrace_code,instcode}}
endtatp;

FonnaJ specification of data model.
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tatp units =
tutp T-uni =
obcar F-uni =
: chs(lO)j
unit code
description : chs(72)j
endobcarj
endtutpj
keys {{unit_code}}
endtatpj

units

tatp adjust_quant =
tutp T-adqua =
obcar F-adqua =
quant_code : chs(lO)j
description : chs(72);
equip_code : ['aaaOOO'..'zzz999'];
endobcarj
endtutpj
keys {{quant_code}}
endtatpj

adjustable equipment quantities

tatp stud_usedata
tutp T-stuse =

=

obcar F-stuse =
study_code : ['aa-OOO'-'zz-999']j
session n
: nrj
use n
: nrj
endobcar;
endtutpj
keys {{study_code,use_n}}
endtatpj

code for unit
description

code for adjustable quantity
description of adjustable quantity
equipment code

what equipment for what study

study code
session number
usage number

Fonnal speeilication of data model.
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tatp settings =
tutp T-sett =
obcar F-sett =
use n
: nr;
: ltime;
set time
quant_code : chs(lO);
value
: R;
: chs(lO)
unit code
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{use- n,set- time,quant- code}}
endtatp;

tatp montage =
tutp T-mont =
obcar F-mont =
session n
: nr;
: chs(5);
plac_code
: ['aa-OO'..'zz-99'];
elec code
attachment : chs(72);
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{session_n,plac_code}}
endtatp;

equipment settingss

usage number of equipment
long-integer time of setting
code for adjustable quantity
set value
unit code

placement of electrodes
within asession

session number
placement of electrode
electrode code
way of attachment
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tatp electrodeylace
tutp T-elepl

=

possible placements of an electrode

=

obear F-elepi

=

plac_code
: chs(5);
description : chs(15);
: body;
bodypart

placement code of electrode
description of placement
bodypart on which electrode is
attached

endobear;
endtutp;

keys {{plac_code}}
endtatp;
tatp channels

=

channels (amplifiers)

tutp T-chan =
obear F-chan

=

channel
use n
connecttime
uni_bipolair
placejJos
pIace_neg
ground

: nr;
: nr;
: ltime;
: {'uni','bi'};
: chs(5);
: chs(5);
: chs(5) U {NULL};

channel number
usage number of equipment
long-integertime of connection
uni- or bipolar derivation
placement code of electrode +
placement code of electrode placement code of neutral electrode
(just bipolar)

endobear;

= 'uni' => t(ground) = NULL;
t(uni_bipolair) = 'bi' => t(ground) ;oe NULL;

tue t(uni_bipolair)

t(placejJos) ;oe t(place_neg);
t(place_neg) ;oe t(ground);
t(placejJos) ;oe t(ground);
endtutp;

keys {{channel,use_n,connecttime}}
endtatp;
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tatp electrodes =
tutp T-elec =
obear F-elec =
elec code
: ['aa-OO'..'zz-99'];
: chs(16);
elec_type
: chs(l6);
brand
endobear;
endtutp;
keys Helec_codeH
endtatp;
tatp electrode_imp =
tutp T-elimp =
obear F-elimp =
channel
: nr;
use n
: nr;
session n
: nr;
imptime
: ltimej
: chs(5);
plac_code

electrodes

electrode code
description of electrode type
brand of electrode

electrode impedance

channel used for measurement
usage number
session number
long-integer time of measurement
placement code of measured
electrode
placement code of neutral electrode
impedance of measured electrode
unit

: chs(5);
ground
impedance : pos;
unit
: Impj
endobear;
tue teplac_code) ;lt t(ground)
endtutp;
keys {{session_n,imptime,plac_code},{use_n,imptime,plac_code}}
endtatp;
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tatp events =
tutp T-eve =
obear F-eve ::
: nr;
session n
long_intime : ltime;
intime
: time;
long_evtime : ltime;
evtime
: time;
ev number : nr;
: chs(72) U {NULL};
comment
: {'y','n'};
correct
endobear;
tue tOong_intime) ~ tOong_evtime) "
endtutp;
keys Hsession_n,long_intime}}
endtatp;
tatp event_type =
tutp T-evety ::
obear F-evety ::
ev_code
: chs(5);
description : chs(72);
endobear;
endtutp;
keys Hev_code}}
endtatp;

contains eventlist

session number
long-integer time of entry event
entry time event
long-integer time of event
time of event
number of event description
comment on event entry
event correctly entered C::'y') or not
tCintime)

~

tCevtime);

description of eventtypes

code of eventtype
eventtype description
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tatp eventdescription =
tutp T-eveds =
obcar F-eveds =
ev number : nr;
: chs(5)j
ev code
description : chs(72);
endobcarj
endtutpj
keys {{ev_numberH
endtatp;

description of events

tatp leveldefinition
tutp T-Ievdef =
obcar F-Ievdef =
protocol
: chs(72);
estimation : N;
description : chs(72)j
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{protocol,estimationH
endtatp;

levels of cognitive depression

tatp validity =
tutp T-vali =
obcar T-vali =
valid code : chs(lO);
description : chs(72)j
endobcarj
endtutpj
keys {{valid_codeH
endtatp;

validity statements on data

code of eventdescription
eventtype code
description of the event

used protocol
estimation of level
description

code for validity statement
statement description
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tatp levelestimation =
tutp T-Ievest =
obcar F-Ievest =
: nrj
seSSlOn n
long_intime : ltimej
estimation : Nj
: chs(72)j
protocol
valid code : chs(lO)j
correct
: {'y','n'}j
endobcarj
endtutp;
keys {{session_n,long_intimeH
endtatpj
tatp fluid_data =
tutp T-fluids =
obcar F-fluids =
fluid code : chs(5)j
description : chs(72)j
endobcarj
endtutp;
keys {{fluid_codeH
endtatp;

estimation of cognitive depression
level

session number
long-integer time of entry event
estimation of anesthetic depth
used protocol
code for validity estimation
event correctly entered (='y') or not

description of physiologic fluids

fluid code
fluid description
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tatp fluidevents =
fluid events
tutp T-flev =
obear F-flev =
: nr;
session n
session number
long_intime : ltime;
long-integer time of entry event
fluid code : chs(5);
fluid code
amount
: pos;
administered/liberated amount
: {'ml'};
unit
unit of amount
cumamount : pos;
cumulative amount
: {'mI' ,'l'};
cum unit
unit of cumamount
: {'i','o'};
direction
fluid direction
: {'y' ,'n'};
correct
event correctly entered (='y') or not
endobear;
tue t(correct) = 'y' A t(unit) = t(cum_unit) ::} t(cumamount) :i!: t(amount);
t(correct) = 'y' A t(unit) ~ t(cum_unit) ==> t(cumamount) * 1000 :i!:
t(amount);
endtutp;
tae 'v' t,s e D : (t(correct='y' A s(correct) = 'y' 1\ t(session_n) = s(session_n) A
tOong_intime) > sOong_intime) A t(event) = s(event)) ::}
t(cumamount) > s(cumamount) 1\ t(cum_unit) = s(cum_unit);
keys Hsession_n,long_intime}}
endtatp;
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tatp drugconc

=

tutp T-druco

=

obcar F -druco =
session n
: nr;
long_intime : ltime;
drug_code : ['aOOO'..'z999'];
admin_type : chs(72);
concentration: pos \ {O};
unit
: con;
correct
: {'y','n'};
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{session_n,long_intime}}
endtatp;

concentrations of administered
drugs

session number
long-integer time of entry event
drugcode
drug administration
concentration
unit
event correctly entered (='y') or not

results of laboratory analyses of
fluids

tatp labresults =
tutp T-Iab =
obcar F -lab =
session n
session number
: nr;
long_intime : ltime;
long-integer time of entry event
: chs(lO);
code for measured quantity
type_code
value
value
: la;
: chs(lO);
unit code
unit code
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{session_n,long_intime,type_codeH
endtatp;
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tatp drugevents =
tutp T-drev =
obear F -drev =

drugevents

sesslOn n
: nr;
session number
long_intime : ltime;
long-integer time of entry event
admin_type : chs(72);
drug administration
drug code : ['aOOO'..'z999'];
drugcode
dose
: pos;
administered dose
: drg;
unit
unit of dose
: pos U {NULL};
cumdose
cumulative dose
cum unit
: CU U {NULL};
unit of cum dose
: {'y','n'};
correct
event correctly entered (='y') or not
endobear;
tue t(admin_type) = 'continuously' => t(unit) = ' g/hr';
t(admin_type) = 'intermittently' => t(unit) E {' g','mg'};
t(admin_type) = 'gas' => (t(unit) = '%' 1\ t(cumdose) = NULL 1\
t(cum_unit) = NULL)
(t(admin_type) = 'intermittently' 1\ t(unit) = t(cum_unit)) ~
t(cumdose) è!: t(dose);
endtutp;
tae Vt,s e D : (t(correct) = 'y' 1\ s(correct) = 'y' 1\ t(session_n) = s(session_n) 1\
t(long_intime) > sClong_intime) 1\ t(drug_code) = s (drug_code) 1\
t(admin_type) ;oe 'gas') => t(cum_unit) = s(cum_unit) 1\ t(cumdose) >
s(cumdose);
keys Hsession_n,long_intime}}
endtatp;
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tatp procyhys_data =
tutp T-prphyd =
obear F-prphyd =
datset n
: nrj
dat code
: chs(lO);
: nrj
session n
parset_n
: nr;
orgset_n
: nr U {NULL};
begintime
endtime
use n

information on raw physiologic
data

number of dataset
code for type of monitoring/curve
session number
number of processing parameterset
number of set of originating
dataset numbers
long-integertime start monitoring
: ltime;
long_integertime end monitoring
: !time;
: nr U {NULL};
usage number of monitoring
equipment
: chs(lO) U {NULL}j code for validity statement
: chs(36)j
reference to file with data
: chs(lO)j
format code of data
: chs(36)j
medium on which file is stored
: {'y','n'};
is dataset also stored internally ?

valid code
datfile
form code
medium
intstor
endobear;
tue t(begintime) < t(endtime)j
(use- n = NULL 1\ orgset- n

;o!

NULL) v (use- n
NULL)j

;o!

NULL

1\

orgset- n

=

endtutpj
keys {{datset_nH
endtatp;
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tatp data_type =
tutp T-daty =
obear F-daty =
dat code
: chs(10)j
description : chs(72);
endobearj
endtutp;
keys {{dat_code}}
endtatp;

tatp datastorage_format =
tutp T-daform =
obear F-daform =
form_code : chs(5)j
description : chs(72)j
endobearj
tue t(begin_int) < t(end_int)
endtutp;
keys {{proc_n}}
endtatp;
tatp internal_data =
tutp T-data =
obear F-data =
dataset n
: nrj
x value
: lil;
y_value
: lIlj
endobearj
endtutp;
keys {{dataset_n_n,x_value}}
endtatp;

description of data types or curves

code for curve
description

information of format of
datastorage

datastorage format code
datastorage format description

signal values

number of processed dataset
value of x-coordinate
value of y-coordinate
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tatp originating_dataset
tutp T-orgset =
obcar F-orgset =
orgset_n
: nrj
datset n
: nrj
endobcarj
endtutpj
keys Horgset_n,datset_n}}
endtatp;

dataprocessing information

number of set of datasets
number of originating dataset

tatp parameter_set =
tutp T-parset =
obcar F-parset =
parset n
: nrj
par_code
: chs(10)j
value
: chs(36)j
unit code : chs(lO);
type
: {'r','p'}j
endobcarj
endtutp;
keys {{parset_n,par_code}}
endtatpj

set of parameters

tatp parameter_charac =
tutp T-parch =
obcar F-parch =
char_code : chs(10);
description : chs(72);
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{char_code}}
endtatp;

characterisation fields

number of parameterset
code of parameter
value of parameter
unit code
type of parameter

code for characterisation field
description
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tatp stud_data =
study information on data
tutp T-stdat =
obcar F-stdat =
study_code : ['aa-001'..'zz-999']; study code
datset n
: nr;
number of dataset
endobcar;
endtutp;
keys {{study_code,datset_n}}
endtatp;
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dbtp emdabs =
dbcar DK-em
sess
subi
subd
subh
surg
inst
stins
stud
gran
stinf
stgra
pers
func
spers
sinf
sstud
psess
pmed
drugs
drugty
meast
uni
equus
equ
adqua
sett
stuse
mont
elepl
chan
elec

=
: sessiondata;
: subj_iddata;
: subj_demogrdata;
: subLhistdata;
: surgerydata;
: institutions;
: stud_insdata;
: studydata;
: grants;
: stud_infodata;
: stud grantdata;
: personnel;
: functions;
: sessjlersonneldata;
: sess_infodata;
: sess studdata;
: pre-sessdata;
: pre_medication;
: drugdata;
: drugtypes;
: measure_type;
: units;
: equipment_use;
: equipment;
: adjust quant;
: settings;
: stud_usedata;
: montage;
: electrodejllace;
: channels;
: electrodes;
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elimp
: electrode_imp;
: events;
eve
evety
: event_typesj
eveds
: eventdescriptionj
levdef
: level_definition;
: level estimationj
levest
vali
: validity;
flev
: fluid events;
fluids
: fluids;
druco
: drugconcj
lab
: lab_results;
drev
: drugeventsj
prphyd
: proc-phys_data;
daty
: datatypes;
daform
: datastrorage formats;
data
: internal_data;
orgset
: originating_dataset;
parset
: parametersetsj
parch
: parameter_characteristics;
stdat
: stud_data;
enddbcar;
dac
X(subi) It {sub code} = X(subd) It {sub code};
X(subd) It {sub_code} = X(sess) It {sub_code};
X(subh) It {sub_code} C X(subd) It {sub_code};
X(sess) It {surgery code} C X(surg) It {surgery code};
X(sess) It {instcode} = X(inst) It {instcode};
X(stins) It {instcode} = X(inst) It {instcode};
X(pers) It {instcode} ç X(inst) It {instcode};
X(stins) It {study_code} = X(stud) It {study_code};
X(stinf) It {study_code} C X(stud) It {study_code};
X(stgra) It {study code} = X(stud) It {study code};
X(stgra) It {grant code} = X(gran) It {grant code};

-

-
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X(spers) Ir {study_code} = X(stud) Ir {study_code};
X(spers) Ir {func_code} = X(func) Ir {func_code};
X(spers) Ir {pers_code} ç X(pers) Ir {pers_code};
{t r {study_code} I tE X(stud) A t(study_code) ;Jo! 'a-OOO'}
= X(sstud) Ir {study_code};
X(stud) Ir {pers_code} C X(pers) Ir {pers_code};
{t r {session_n,study_code} I tE X(spers) A t(study_code) ;Jo! 'a-OOO'}
= X(sstud) Ir {session_n,study_code};
X(sinO Ir {session_n,study_code} ç X(sstud) IHsession_n,study_code};
X(sstud) Ir {session_n} = X(sess) Ir {session_n};
X(pmed) Ir {session_n} = X(sess) Ir {session_n};
X(pmed) Ir {drug_code} C X(drug) Ir {drug_code};
X(drug) Ir {group_code} ç X(drugty) Ir {group_code};
X(psess) Ir {session n} = X(sess) Ir {session n};
X(psess) Ir {type_code} C X(meast) It {type_code};
X(pmed) Ir {unit_code} C X(uni) Ir {unit_code};
X(psess) Ir {unit_code} ç X(uni) It {unit_code};
'ti te X(subd) : 3 u e X(subi) : t(type) = 'human' A
u(sub_code) = t(sub_code) ~ (u(ss_number) ;Jo! NULL
u(first name) ;Jo! NULL A u(initials) ;Jo! NULL );

A

'ti teX(subd): 'ti ueX(subh) : t(sub_code) = u(sub_code) =>
u(entry_date) ~ t(date_birth);
'ti te X(subd) : 'ti u e X(subi) : t(sub_code)
u(entry_date) ~ t(date_birth);

X(sess)

Ir {session_n,begintime} ç

= u(sub_code)
(X(eve)

=>

Ir {session_n,long_intime})

oo{(session_n;session_n),Cbegintime;long_intime)};
X(sess) It {session_n,endtime} ç (X(eve) It {session_n,long_intime})
oo{(session_n;session_n),(endtime;long_intime)};
X(eve) Ir {session_n} = X(sess) Ir {session_n};
X(eveds) Ir {ev_number} ç X(evety) It {ev_number};
X(eve) Ir {ev_number} ç X(eveds) Ir {ev_number};
X(drev)

It {session_n,long_intime} ç
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X(eve) It {session_n,long_intime};
X(drev) It {drug_code} ç; X(drug) It {drug_code};
X(flev) It {session_n,long_intime} ç;
X(eve) It {session_n,long_intime};
X(flev) It {fluid_code} ç; X(fluids) It {fluid_code};
X(druco) It {session_n,long_intime} ç;
X(eve) It {session_n,long_intime};
X(druco) It {drug_code} ç; X(drug) It {drugcode};
X(lab) It {session_n,long_intime} ç; X(eve) It {session_n,long_intime};
X(lab) Ir {type_code} ç; X(meast) It {type_code};
X(lab) It {unit- code} ç; X(uni) It {unit- code};
X(levest) It {session_n,long_intime} ç;
X(eve) It {session n,long intime};
X(levest) It {protocol,estimation} ç; X(levdef) It {protocol,estimation};
X(levest) It {valid code} ç; X(vali) It {valid code};
X(equus) It {equip_code) = X(equ) It {equip_code};
X(equus) It {instcode) ç; X(inst) It {instcode};
X(equus) It {session_n} = X(sess) It {session_n};
X(stuse) It {use_n} = X(equus) It {use_n};
X(stuse) It {session_n} = X(sstud) It {session_n};
{t r {session_n,study_code} I tE X(stuse) A t(study_code)öI'!'aa-OOO'}
X(sstud) It {session_n,study_code};

=

X(mont) It {plac_code} ç; X(elep1) It {plac_code};
X(mont) It {session_n} = X(sess) It {session_n};
X(mont) It {elec_code} ç; X(elec) It {elec_code};
X(adqua) It {equip_code} ç; X(equ) It {equip_code}j
X(sett) It {use_n} ç; X(equus) It {use_n};
X(sett) It {quant_code} ç; X(adqua) It {quant_code};
X(chan) It {use_n} ç; X(equus) It {use_n};
X(chan) It {placeyos} ç;
(X(elepl) It {plac_code})oo{(placejJos;plac_code)};
X(chan) It {place_neg} ç;
(X(elepl) It {plac_code})oo{(place_negjplac_code)};
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It

X(chan) 1\ t(ground);oeNULL} ç
(X(elepl) Ir {plac_code})oo{(ground;plac_code)};
X(elimp) It {use_n} ~ X(equus) Ir {use_n};
X(elimp) It {plac_code,session_n} ç X(mont) Ir {plac_code,session_n};
X(elimp) Ir {ground,session_n} ç (X(mont) It {plac_code,session_n})oo
{(ground;plac_code),(session_n,session_n)};
X(prphyd) It {dat_code} ç X(daty) It {dat_code};
X(prphyd) Ir {form_code} ç X(daform) Ir {form_code};
X(prphyd) It {session_n} = X(sess) Ir {session_n};
X(prphyd) It {dataproc_n} = X(parset) It {dataproc_n};
X(prphyd) Ir {valid_code} ç X(vali) Ir {valid_code};
X(prphyd) Ir {use_n} ç X(equus) Ir {use_n};
X(data) Ir {datset_n} ç X(prphyd) Ir {datset_n};
X(stdat) It {datset_n} = X(prphyd) It {datset_n};
X(stdat) It {study_code} ç X(sstud) It {study_code};
X(parset) It {par_code} ç X(parch) It {par_code};
X(parset) It {unit_code} ç X(uni) It {unit_code};
X(orgset) It {orgset_n} ç X(prphyd) Ir {orgset_n};
X(orgset) Ir {datset_n} ç X(prphyd) Ir {datset_n};
enddbtp;
endtype.
{t t {ground}

E
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